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Bpeed, King ?Redeemer, from thy throne,
The gladsome, glorious day,

When o'er the world Thyself alone
Shall hold all-conquering sway;
When kneeling at thy cross shall glow
All nations of the earth,
When every living soul shall know
The new clestial hirth;
When down from heaven, with bliss to bless
The New Jerusalem
Shall come, in holy, radiant dress.
Bearing Christ's diadem;

When earth like

golden heaven shall glow,
Like angels men shall be
In faith and love, while ages go
Of Christ's glad victory.

Then shall supreme, supernal light
Inspire all ransomed souls
In our Sun-Saviour's glory bright,
While time eternal rolls.

Price Five Cents.

we firmly believe the truths which calm exhortation: "The end of all
God has revealed."
approacheth. Be prudent, therefore,
People talk of a man having the and watch in prayers" ; or St. John's
courage of his convictions. What reply to his Master's assertion,
manner of man is he who has that "Surely I come quickly": "Come,
far grander,that divine and holythiDg, Lord Jesus !
Like a city set on a hill the Caththe courage of his faith? It is worth
our consideration.
olic Church stands forth in men's
The martyrs, those men, those sight to-day, the bulwark and citadel
feebler women, those mere children, of faith on earth, with her clear
who endured to suffer what we can unfaltering claim to infallible truth
hardly endure to read; the mission- in her teaching of doctrine and
aries whose graves lie like shrines morals. Whatever other fault men
adown the long line of the African may pretend to find with her, how
coast, and light up like beacon-fires can they presume to deny that she
the myriad islands of the seas; the has faith? God is; and he is the
priests and nuns who give their lives Very centre and reason of her being ;
in a slow martyrdom among the most and in him her children become
plague-stricken of our race; the her- divinely strong. They dare to
mits, from Magdalen in her long- believe his word, whether they can
continued but angel-lighted penance, understand it or not. They do not
to Benedict Joseph Labre in his holy profess, nor do they desire, to underbeggar-life; these are noble exam- stand their God! Questions seemples of the power of faith upon the ingly so vexatious, and of such burnhearts of men, and the annals of the ing importance to other men, are
Catholic Church are full of such calmly met by them. Predestination,
instances.
free will, eternal punishment, the
Yet faith like this lies in its germ material flames of hell, none
within the heart of the simplest child of these things can disturb the
of the Church. It is the belief that faith of those who believe that
God really is, and that he is ours, God is, and that he is tranour all, enough and more than enough scendently wiser, holier,
more
for all our needs. This is the reason loving than they.
On Gaudete
why Catholic clergymen have not Sunday, with the terrible thunder of
been much in the habit of preaching, the archangel's trumpet ringing in
as it has been pointedly said, upon their ears, they look
forward, rejoickeeping accounts and the way to ing, to the final day. And as decp
succeed in life, upon attention to answers deep, so in the gradual they
business, and the comfort of having pray: "Lord, who sittest on the
lived decently, and of having a good Cherubim, exert thy power,
and
character; but, rather, on those four come," and the words of the commulast things,
death, the judgment, nion reply: "Be comforted, O ye
heaven, hell, on the delay of con- fearful of heart, and fear not; behold
version, on the Sacraments, on the our God will come and save us."
commands of the decalogue, on the They have the courage of their faith,
laws of the Church, on the mysteries and it has been the testimony
of faith, on deadly sin. They speak rendered them time and again by men
of things which are suited to rouse not of their creed, by physicians of
the soul from slumber and to action; long experience, and soldiers on
the
not to soothe it into placid daydreams battlefield, that these Catholics are
of self-sufficient content. With Luis not afraid to die.
of Granada their warning rings out:
They that were ready enteredinto
the palace of the bridegroom, and GENERAL GRANT AND THE A. P. A.
presently the gate was shut. The
All secret, oath-bcund political
gate shut! O eternal shutting ! O
parties
are dangerous to any nation,
gate of all goodness, which shall
no
matter
how pure or how patriotic
never be opened again,
who can
the
motives
and principles which first
sufficiently consider thee ? "
them
bring
together. No political
The stalwart, the robust, the true
or
party
ought to exist when one
can
faith gra°ps the thought that God is,
of
its
corner-stones
is opposition to
and this thought becomes to it the
freedom
of
thought
and
to the right
life of its life. Recall the doubter's
to worship God according to the dicanguished prayer:
tates of one's own conscience ' or
somewhere, Sod unknown!
" O somewhere,
according to the creed of any religExist and be.
ious denomination whatever."
dying, I am all alone,
I

"

?

THE COURAGE OF FAITH.

6. Catholic Missions:

If we have found, ere this, a note
of peculiar joy in the solemn Advent
season, that joy springs forth into
complete predominance on the third
7. Temperance.
Sunday, which in fact bears the
Some Curious Figures
name of Gaudete Sunday, from the
A Wretched Slave.
opening word of the introit: Gaudete
A Revolution.
in Domino semper, Rejoice in the
Lord
always; again, I say. rejoice."
Tributes of Protestant Writers.
The week which this Sunday introThe Monks ard Protestant Historians.
duces is the winter Ember Week,
A Traveled Englishman.
and Wednesday, Friday and SaturGen. Lew Wallace and Leo XIII.
day are fast days, but except for
the announcement of the fact, and
8. Editorial Notes.
for the purple vestments, we might
9. Editorial:
suppose from the offices that the
What Shall Be Done ?
days were feasts of special and deep
delight. It is a treat for the intel10. Just Among Ourselves.
Aunt Bride Talks about the Candy lect as well for the heart, to read the
Habit.
words of psalmist and prophet, of
angel and saint, radiant with hope,
11. Story ;
and luminous, with a dawn which we
An Incident of the Russian Famine.
seem already to see upon the hilltops, the dawn of a day when the
12. Medical Hints.
About the Grip.
desolate and impassable land shall
A Remedy for Typhus Fever.
be glad, and the wilderness rejoice
and flourish like the lily; that day of
Religious Instruction.
peace when nation shall not lift up
Christ Crucified.
sword against nation, neither shall
Friendly Hints:
they be exercised any more to war,
About Sunday-School.
but the Lord God shall come with
strength, and his arm shall rule, and
13. The Housewife.
men shall see the glory of the Lord
One Bent fit of the Fair.
and the beauty of our God in a
Some Uses of Apples.
ravishment of delight that will pay
Men in the Home.
them for all their pain.
What Vanity Does.
We learned from last Sunday a
lesson of hope; to-day's lesson is one
14. Our Ir'sh Letter.
of faith, a robust and stalwart faith.
Poem, " Thiggin Thu ?
"
How many men realize what such
A Coming Reform.
Mr. Morley and Evictions.
a faith is? Let us open the catechism,
The Federation's Duty.
the little book which a child learns in am
I must have Thee."
preparation for its first' Communion,
15. Facts and Figures.
and which is so profound that the
Then contrast with it St. Paul's
Sense and Nonsense.
deepest theologian never masters it magnificent utterance: "I know
completely, and let us study the whom I have believed; and I am
16. Catholic News and Notes.
answer to the question: "What is certain that he is able to keep that
Catholic Education:
Faith?
which I have committed to him,
S«hool, Convent and College.
Faith is a divine virtue by which against that day"; or St. Peter*
A Visit to the Place Where Father
Damien Died.
The Great River of Alaska.

''

?

?

"

"

?
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We are all sorry for the poor, but the
question is, hoiv much are you sorry?
Are you sorry a dollar's worth or five

dollars' worth, or only ten cents'
worth? Whatever it amounts to,
give it and show your sympathy.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC
READERS.
MS
SGCHORLA.Y ATOLLI.

The initial article in the current

Catholic World which excellent
magazine, by the way, issues this
year a Christmas number abounding
?

in illustrations and reading matter of
superlative merit is one which that
eccentric Episcopalianprelate,Bishop
Coxe (who seems to labor under the
delusion that Mgr. Satolli, whom he
has so impertinently assailed, is
incapable of judging correctly of
things which ordinary people readily
comprehend) might profitably read
and ponder. The article in question,
the author of which is the Rev.
Thomas S. Duhigg, one of the
younger members of the Brooklyn
priesthood, gives us the most complete and satisfactory sketch of Mgr.
Satolli that has yet appeared in print
in this country, and traces his eventful and honored career from the time
he entered the diocesan seminary of
?

Perugia as an ecclesiastical student,
up to the present day when he stands
before the Catholics of this country
as the personal representative of the
Sovereign Pontiff, vested with the
great authority which Leo XIII. conferred upon him when he appointed
him the first permanent apostolic delegate to the United States. Father
Duhigg describes the manner in which
Mgr. Satolli's eminent abilities and
profound learning won him, in the
jear of his ordination, the ehair of
literature in the Perugian Seminary ;
later on obtained for him the directorship of the Academy of St. Thomas,
which the present Pope, then the
Archbishop of Perugia, established in
his episcopal city; caused him to be
called to Rome, shortly after the
Pope's coronation, where he filled,
with great renown, theological chairs
at the Propaganda and the Roman
Seminary, and became rector successively of the Greek College and the
College for Noble Ecclesiastics, the
latter the famous school of ecclesias-

tical diplomacy.
The many and valuable contributions which Mgr. Satolli made, at the

time that he occupied these responsible positions in the Eternal City,
to philosophical, theological, and canonical literature are mentioned by
Father Duhigg who also refers to
the work the Monsignor performed as
member of the several Sacred Congregations with which he was connected. Thoroughly in sympathy with
the noble ideas and lofty designs of
the Sovereign Pontiff, the Apostolic
Delegate is pronounced to be too
great a man to be swayed by feeling
and passion," "absolutely unapproachable in his integrity," "a type
of the true priest, kind, gentle, affable, easy of approach, careful in judgment, prudent in decision." The
effects of his appointment to his present exalted position, the duties of
which he is so conscientiously and

"

faithfully discharging, are declared
to have been highly beneficial to the
cause of religion in America, by
showing that
there never was a
more logical and systematic government than that of the Catholic
Church"; and his eulogist prediots
that although in all probability higher
honors than those he has already
attained are in store for the Archbishop of Lepanto, when his life-work
is done, not the least of his glorious achievements will be the work
performed by him as the first occupant of the Papal Delegation in the
United States."

"

"

PREACHING TO PROTESTANTS.

In the same magazine Father Walter Elliott, the eminent Paulist, who,
as the reader is doubtless aware, has
for some weeks past been engaged in
preaching a series of missions to nonCatholics in certain sections of the
diocese of Detroit, continues the
interesting story of his experiences
which he began in the November
Catholic World. Father Elliott, as
abundant evidence shows, is accomplishing a great amount of good in
this new missionary labor of his,
though his modesty keeps him from
speaking of that, save by an occasional reference to some happy result
obtained, in these contributions he is
making to the Catholic World. He
is, likewise, being amused in no
small measure by his experiences and
by the oddity of the questions which
his audiences request him to answer,
a long list of which he prints in his
present article. The following allusion to a challenge to a joint debate
which an A. P. A. lecturer sent him,
is particularly good. " There is no
denying," says Father Elliott, " that
the old Adam in me longed to accept
the challenge. I regretted, for a brief
moment, that I was not Dennis Kearney, the sand-lot orator. I think I
could have out-yelled my antagonist
and out-cavorted him. But I should
have hurt my office and my cause by
stooping to such fisticuffs. So, in
substance, I told my audience in
Peachville, neither peace of mind
nor the business of persuasion of the
truth, nor mutual understanding and
good will, would be helped by the
joint debate. But I answered all the
propositions and questions in the
challenge, and condescended to the
pun that the main reliance of the
professor (Sims), was not Dens' theology, but dense stupidity on the part
of some of his fellow-citizens. I also
said that the difference between my
work and his was that between a lawcourt and pugilism."
CATHOLICISM IN DENMARK.
Under the title of"A Skull, a
Princess and A Black Friar," Y. C.
Hansen contributes to this same number of the Catholic World an eminently
interesting sketch of the efforts which
Mgr. Yon Euch, the present head of
the Catholic Chuich in Denmark, is
making for the conversion of that
land to its former faith, and of the
success that is attending his labors.
That properly assertive Christianity

sometimes succeeds where another

sort might fail, this writer proves by
the description which he gives us of
the amusing manner in which Bishop
Von Euch, who has the physique of a
Prussian guardsman, suppressed a
Lutheran provost, of pigmy proportions, who undertook to prevent the
entrance into the Lutheran church
(wherein the relics of St. Canute
are kept, and permission to enter
which had been obtained from the
authorities) of a Catholic procession
which the Bishop headed in person.
Mgr. Von Euch, says the narrative,
listened a moment or two to the protests of the peppery little provost,
and then, with a firm step, passed
him by and led the processionists into
the church, where they spent some
time in silent prayer. Everybody
admitted that the Bishop did exactly
right, and his firmness caused
greater respect to be given him and
his flock than had been previously
accorded them.
??.

A Great Magnet on
It Attracts a Great
Many People.
The Columbia Parlor
Suits and Chamber
Sets appear to be the
centre of attraction.
Fine Coods and Low
Prices drawtheCrowd.

??

The princess referred to in the
title of this article is Marie of
Orleans, the Catholic wife of the
youngest Danish prince, Vlademar, a
woman whose fidelity to her faith, in
the midst of non-Catholic surroundings, has won her the admiration of
all classes, and been productive of
not a few conversions. So universal,

It is our delight to show goods.
Never so happy as when we are
having the people see what we are
selling. We do not ask anybody te
buy, but would like to have every-

body examine our new styles and get
our prices. Do not think of giving
us
trouble in showing you goods, but
in fact, has been the influence of the
princess that our writer tells us that rather giving us pleasure. We want
to her belongs the credit of much of you to see our Parlor Suits, Chamber
the progress which Catholicism has Sets, Sideboards, Dining Tables,
made of late years in Denmark, when Dining Chairs, China Closets, Parlor

now, outside of the ranks of the
Lutheran preachers, very few persons, although the overwhelming
majority of the population is still
Lutheran, can be found to speak ill
of the Church or their beloved princess. The black friar of the caption
of the article is Pere Lange, a French
Dominican, inviting whom to preach
at the Copenhagen Cathedral is pronounced to have been a master stroke
on the part of Bishop Von Euch, for
the reason that PeTe Lange, who is a
preacher of remarkable power, comes
from a land between which and Denmark there are friendly relationsof the
closest character, dating back to the
time of the first Napoleon. Pere
Lange's mission at Copenhagen
brought one hundred converts back
to the fold, and made such a favorable
impression on non-Catholies that, on
the eve of his departure,Dr. George
Brandes, the famous critic and writer
of the Danish capital, in a public
speech, expressed the higest regard
for the French Dominican, who, he
said, would he warmly welcomed and
eagerly listened to whenever and as
often as he revisited Copenhagen.
Mgr. Von Euch is the first Danish
bishop appointed since the Reformation, and although he has already
done much for the faith in Denmark,
much more remains to be performed,
for the Catholics as yet constitute
but a very small proportion of the
population of the kingdom.

Folding Beds, Bookcases, Writing

Desks,

Stands, Couches,
Chairs,
Chiffonieres,
Lounges, Easy
Carpets, Rugs, Lace Curtains, Portieres and Fine Parlor Stoves and
Hall

Kitchen Ranges. The public are
very well satisfied with our way of
doing business! It is a marvelous
fact that our sales the last six
months are greater than ever before.

Think and inwardly digest.

A. McArthur & Go,,
16 to 26 Gornhill,
Two doors from Washington Street,
Boston.
olic missionaries who first evangelized
those regions of our national domain,

says: "Thus did the religious zeal
of the French bear the cross to the
banks of the St. Mary and the confines of Lake Superior, and look wistfully towards the home of the Sioux,
in the valley of the Mississippi, five
years before the New England Elliott
had addressed the tribe of Indians
that dwelt within six miles of Boston
harbor." A somewhat similar statement is found in the article which
Frederic Remington contributes to
PIONEER JESUIT MISSIONARIES.
the Christmas number of Harper*
In one of his historical works, Magazine, entitled
An Outpost
Bancroft, alluding to the labors per- of Civilization," the same being
formed in the far west by the Cath- an entertaining account of ranch

"
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Jose
dc Bavicora, which, we are told
lies 225 miles north-west from the
Mexican city of Chihuahua. This
hacienda is said to have been built in
1770 by some Jesuit missionaries,
who had carried civilization there at
the time that the English and Dutch
were contending for the possession of
the Mohawk Valley. The records of
this ancient Jesuit mission are nowin
Spain, from which country the
missionaries came; and the good
Fathers themselves are said to have
been murdered by the Apaches in
1840, when the mission was deserted,
and the ground around it lay unreclaimed for years. By the way, in
another article in this magazine, The
Old Dominion," its author, Thomas
Nelson Page, mentions the planting
of a cross on Belle Isle, in theJames
River in 1607 as if that were the
earliest act of religion performed in
Virgina, where, however, Mass was
said, on the banks of the James, in
1526, about eighty years before John
Smith erected his cross on Belle Isle.

''

"A WATCH IN THE NIGHT."

Under this title Harriet Prescott
Spofford, in this same magazine, details the processes whereby a young
woman who appears to have been
possessed of no belief in theexistence

of God, on the night that witnessed
her fathers' death, which left her
alone in the world, by gazing upon
the wondrous beauty of the starry
heavens, came to a knowledge of
faith. The article would be clearer
and stronger were it not loaded with
a multitude of vague expressions,
such as,
the informing, filling,
staying and upholding force," that
being one of the writer's ways of
alluding to the Omnipotence which
created and governs the universe; but
the portraiture of the desolation in
which one who is left alone in the
world and lacks faith finds himself
or herself is well drawn, as is, also,
the method of reasoning whereby this
particular watcher in the night,
observing the glories of the starlit
skies, rejects the theory that all
creation is but a fortuitous co-ordination of atoms, and arrives at the conclusion that an all powerful, omniscient and all-loving Being alone
could have created the wondrous
beauty and order on which she

"

gazed.

GOSSIPING AT CHURCH DOORS.
There are a few people in every congregation who make a practice of
standing around the church entrance
for the purpose of gossip. The practice is unworthy of a dignified Catholic and is a fruitful source of bringing his religion into contempt. It is
little less than a sacrilege to go to
church for the mere purpose of idle
gossip. If it is indispensable to see
your neighbor, wait until the services
are over. Pay first your debt to
God, and then your neighbor, and
conscience will assume also the additional security of a duty performed,
and the dignity of a gentlemanwhose
education has not been neglected.
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life at the hacienda San
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Criterion and Parabolon
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and SU*reoptieoiis, Oil, Lime, or Electric Light, Views of World's
air Scripture. Temperanceand other subjects for profitable publie lectures or private talks.

THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN
IN NATURE.
HOW PLANTS EAT.

There are certain chemical substances absolutely necessary for the
life of a tree or plant. If any one of
them is absent from the soil or air
upon which the plant depends for its
nourishment it dies from starvation, just as a horse or a man would
do if deprived of sufficient and proper
food. Of these substances three are
gases, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen, and the others are carbon, sulphur, iron and potassium (the basis
of potash). Other substances are
also found in plants, but they are
not, like the above mentioned ones,
absolutely necessary to their existence. The substances just named
may therefore be called the food of
the plant.
As we said in a previous article,
there is in plants no such system for
the reception and digestion of food
as we find in all animals, except the
very lowest. The plant takes its
food from the air by means of the
leaf, or from the soil by means of the
roots, whence it is conveyed to the
leaf. Thus the leaf is at once both a
mouth and a stomach, so to speak
as a mouth it takes the food, and as
a stomach it prepares it for the use of
the plant. It must not be supposed,
however, that the leaf prepares the
food for the plant as the stomach of
the animal does for its body. The
process is quite different.
The food which the plant takes
comes largely from the air. It is a
compound gas formed of oxygen and
carbon, and an elementary gas called
nitrogen. The former is the gas
we get when we burn fuel, particularly
coal, and we call it coal-gas. From
the water which the roots take up
or directly from the
from the soil
water which surrounds them, if the
plants live in ponds or streams is
obtained the hydrogen necessary to
form a certain class of compounds
prepared by the plant. The remaining substances are got mainly from
the soil in which the plant is rooted.
The plant takes from the air, as
we have said, the oxygen-carbon
gas, but in this state it can do nothing with it. It must break up the
combination and use the carbon (and
the nitrogon as well) to form other
compounds which it can use. This is
done in that wonderful laboratory we
spoke of last week the leaf; and
?

?

?

?

?

MAGIC LANTERNS

'

all animallife. Without it we should
suffocate. Now by an admirable
provision of the Author of nature
the plants supply what the animals
need for breathing.
We should
quickly die if we had to breathe the
carbon gas, but the plant needs it.
It separates the carbon from the
oxygen and retaining the former *for
its own use, sets the latter free, and
thus gives to the air the gas we need
for breathing.
Not only is the carbon gas broken
up by the chlorophyl cells, but
water is decomposed too, and the
hydrogen which it contains is used to
form new combinations with the carbon which has been obtained from
the air. This new compound of
hydrogen and carbon appears in
many shapes, and is one of the
principal constituents of all the food
we eat. In plants the chief products
of this chemistry of nature are starch
and sugar, and it is in these forms

of a man who can say to himself at each
day's close,
To-day I have planted
a new idea, have awakened a noble
sentiment, have corrected a defect,
have sown a seed for good in the
heart of a child." Edmonde dc
Amicis.

"

?

is the basis upon which
all true civil government rests
from
which power derives its authority,
laws their efficacy and both their
sanction.
Webster.
Religion

?

?

The happiest lot for a man as far
as birth is concerned is that it should
be such as to give him but little
occasion to think much about it.

"Knowledge," we say, "is
power." Yes, but it may be power
to hurt. Love, too, is power; but
always it is power to help.

Language was given to us that
we might say pleasant things to one
that carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen another.
become the food of the plant.
This transformation takes place
\u25a0*< CHAPELS.
only in the light. In darkness this SCHOOLS
leaf chemistry ceases; no carbon is
CABINET ORGAN Style 431.
taken from the air and no hydrogen
from the water. Even the starch
becomes changed to a kind of sugar,
in which state it is dissolved by the
water in the plant, and in consequence of the circulation of this
water (which we shall speak of at
another time) is carried throughout
the whole of the plant or tree, where
it is either absorbed by the protoplasm as food, or reconverted into
starch and stored up for the future
use of the plant.
Model used by Mr. IRA D. SANKEY.
The plant often manufactures more
A very superior instrument, well adapted for use
in Sunday-schools and Chapels.
starch than it needs for growth.
100 Style* Organs and P aiuw adapted to all usee, from
to 92,300, (or Caah or Kaay FayiiMiuU.
In which case it is carried (in the 927
form of glucose) to certain parts of Illustrated Catalogue free to any address.
the plant where it again undergoes a Mason & Hamlin Organ & Piano Co.
New York.
Kansas City.
Chicago.
change and becomes as starch in Boston.
which form it is kept for the use of
the plant itself or of its young. We
see such eas«s in potatoes (which
contain large quantities of starch)-, Albs, Surplices,
and in many seeds, like the bean, Confessional and Preaching Stoles,
pea, etc. In some plants instead of Pyx Cases, Palls, Linens, etc.
,?ALSO?'
starch sugar itself is stored, as in the
case of the beet and of the sugar- Painted and Embroidered Scapulars.
cane, while in others oily matters are
hoarded such as we find in flax seed,
the castor-oil bean, and in various

Christmas Sale

THE MISSEWATTERSON.
18 Boylston Street, Room 15.

nuts.

Boston.

Elevator.

Boitsf isdom.
W
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the chemist who accomplishes this
transformation is the little clustered
cells of green chlorophyl (the substance which gives color to the leaf).
How it is that a small quantity of
green jelly-like substance can break
up a compound, which man can only
do with the aid of furnaces and complicated apparatus, we do not know.
But certain it is that under the influence of sunlight the chlorophyl-cells
break up the oxygen-carbon gas and
separate it into its two elements.
Oxygen is the gas which supports

3
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Have your beliefs and have your
doubts. Believe your beliefs and
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doubt your doubts. Never doubt 38 md
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your beliefs and never believe your
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A refutation once broken may
possibly be repaired, but the world
will always keep their eyes on the
spot where the crack was. Josh
?
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that is I would like to join the Defenders' to the Gate of Heaven Church. We have
instructions every Thursday morning. I am
League.
Yours respectfully,
trying for a premium for not being absent
Thomas White.
or tardy for the term. We get approbation
WITH
THE
UNCLE JACK'S TALKS
letter
cards for good conduct and perfect lessons.
Uncle
Jack
doesn't
find
your
BOYS AND GIRLS.
the least bit tedious, Thomas, and I have seven, the highest number given yet.
My teacher's name is Sister M. Ignatius.
he hopes to have your promised
What do Uncle Jack's boys and
She is very kind and loving. Hoping to see
second one soon. He will also be
girls say to letters this week again?
my letter soon in print. I remain,
You like to read what the other young anxious to hear what you have found
Your neice,
to do as a Defender.
folks have to say almost as well as
M. R. M.
Brockton, Mass., Nov. 6, 1893.
Uncle Jack's talks, don't you? Do
Jack
will
be
to hear
pleased
Uncle
you know, Uncle Jack would really Dear Uncle Jack:
frequently from this little correspondMamma has been reading to me the chil- ent. Her letter reminds him of his
like to hear what part of his page you
dren's
letters in The Sacred Heart
like best? Suppose some of you trj
school days when head marks " were
Reyiew so I thought I would write you a
Uncle
on being

FuW
taMOrend omen.

?

your imaginations
Jack for an hour some day and write
and tell him what you would put in
the "Future Men and Women" if
you were Uncle Jack? Would you
have one week occasionally devoted
to stories and puzzles or do you gel
plenty of those elsewhere, where you
don't have Uncle Jack?
Are you all thinking of Christmas
good times? Only a little more than
a week and the great holiday will be
here. Perhaps the stockings won't
be so full as usual. They do say
Santa Claus is very poor this year.
But that need not mean that everybody is bankrupt in the Christmas
spirit and good will and affection
which are after all the best thingsabout Christmas presents. And you
musn't forget whose birthday it is
and the gifts to the little Babe whom
you will see represented in his crib in
nearly all the churches. What are
you going to give him for a Christmas present? What do you think
would be appropriate?
But to get back to those letters.
Here is one from a brave little soldiei
who is fighting the battle of life
against odds. Uncle Jack is very
glad to welcome him among the members of the League of Little Defenders
of the Holy Name. Perhaps if he
tries this he can become the Founder
of a chapter among his schoolmates.

''

in vogue. There was no prize attached
to the competition but everybody in
the class was ambitious of having the
highest number of head marks at the
end of the month. Each pupil kept
his own accounts, too, and reported
the number of head marks to his
teacher at the end of the week. Head
marks, you know, were placed at the
head of the page when there were
less than a certain number of mistakes in the lesson.
Uncle Jack.

letter.

I am a little girl eight years old. I go to
the Belmont School. I study reading, writing, arithmetic, music, drawing, and my sister is teaching me botany. I am going to
the Sisters' school next summer. They have
a nice school here. I know I should like
them very much. My teacher is very kind
to me.
She says I am learning very fast.
When I grow up I am going to be a stenographer and typewriter. I have practiced
a little on the machine and I like it very
much.
Dear Uncle Jack I hope you can read my
writing. It is not very good. When I learn
to write better I shall write you a longer letter and tell you more about our school.
I hope that you will print this in The
"IN THE WAKE OF COLUMBUS"
Review. I would like to see it so much.
From your niece,
Mr. Frederick A. Ober is known to the
Alice McDonald.
public as a daring and adventurous traveler
and hunter, a skilled naturalist and a writer
Uncle Jack considers that a very of books in which his adventures are degood letter for a little girl and he tailed with a manly straightforwardness and
hopes she will write often so he can simplicity of style which renders them fassee for himself how hard she is trying cinating and absorbing. Readers of this
to improve her writing. To be able paper know Mr. Ober also as one of the
to operate a typewriting macLine is a committee having in charge the finding of
very useful accomplishment, Alice, the exact site of the first church erected by
even if you should happen to change Columbus, in the New World, and the reyour mind about earning a living that building of thjs church on the same spot.
Ober visited the
way. Sometimes Uncle Jack thinks Sixteen years ago Mr.
of the Caribbean Sea, and for two
islands
that all the writing of the future will
years he explored them, living with the
be done by machine, and handwritnatives, sharing their dangers and their
ing used only for fancy illuminating
«ports, hunting and fishing with them,learnand such things.
ing their language and altogether getting
closer to them and to their country than
Somerville, Mass., Nov. 5, 1893.
any other white man has, presumably, ever
Dear (Jneltfack :
before. Years later he revisited the
I am a constant reader of The Sacred done
Indies and continued his explorations,
West
Heart Review so I thought I would
birds and other specimens and
collecting
write you a few lines. I am eleven years
valuable
scientific observations
making
old and I go to the Sisters' school. It is
therefore,
a very lovely school.
I have a very nice When the World's Fair managers,
him
Commissioner to the
appointed
Special
Sister. Her name is Sister Mary Melainna.
She teaches the sixth grade. My studies West Indies, with instructions to search for
arithmetic,
are
geography, grammar, every relic of Columbus, and every spot
Bible history, cate- connected with the great discovery, it pitched
States
history,
United
chism and reading. We have a beautiful upon the man of all men best fitted for the

NeB
w ooks.

?

Woburn, Mass., Nov. 4,

1893.

Dear Uncle Jack :
I have read The Sacred Heart Review far over three years and enjoy it ver>
much. Before " Our Future Men and
Women" was established I thought the
account of what our missionaries are doing
in every land was as much pleasure to reao
as any part of the paper.
I am thirteen years of age, but an accident which happened to me when I was
only five years old has prevented me from
attending school except for about three
years during that time. I have to make up
for the time 1 have lost. When I lived in
Maiden, where I resided until about four
months ago, I attended the school taught
by the Sisters of Notre Dame. I was in the
second last room and studied Christian
doctrine, arithmetic, history, geography,
writing, spelling, reading and drawing. 1
thought the Sisters were very kind and
good teachers. I was very sorry to leave
them. The Sisters here do not teach boys,
therefore I have to go to the public school
in which I am in the sixth grade. The
studies are nearly the same except the catechism, which is omitted.
My teacher is very kind ard considerate
to me. I hope to get along as well here as
in Maiden. Next time I will describe how I
no
spent my vacation. If Uncle Jack has
my
I
close
as
think
objections I will now
first letter tedious.
But I would like to say one thing met*
?

pastor, Rev. Father McGrath. I will now task.
Aided by his knowledge of the islands,
finish, hoping to hear from you soon. I
his intimate familiarity with the ways of the
remain,
Your loving friend,
natives and his acquaintance with their
language, Mr. Ober followed in the track of
Bertha A. Quinn.
Columbus from the time when he first
Uncle Jack is afraid his littlefriend sighted land, tracing all the great admiral's
is somewhat mixed on adjectives. steps, from island to island, to the coast of
Suppose you look up the meaning of centra1 America, to Hayti, to Santo
"lovely" and "beautiful," Bertha, Domingo, where was built the first city, Old
and write to Uncle Jack about Isabella ; to the scenes of the fightings, the
it again.
Pastors are usually rebellions, the wrecks, the illness, the imzealous, energetic, good, admirable, prisonment, the final last sailing for Spain
sincere, lovable, but Uncle Jack and a deathbed. These islands of the suma wild, luxuriant,
knows very few of them who are mer sea are beautiful with
the charm of
have
tropical
beauty;
they
really "beautiful." Was that just
green trees waving in balmy air, of blue
what Bertha meant?
water breaking in long waves on coral reefs
South Boston, Mass Nov. 4, 1893.
and white, sandy shores; of deep forests
Dtar Uncle Jack:
with strange wild birds and beasts, and men

.

,

?

My parents take The Sacred Heart
Review every week and I am a constant
reader of it. I think your page is the most
interesting one.
I go to St. Agnes' Convent School andgo

more strange. All this charm Mr. Ober
conveys to his readers. He has seen and
felt it all. He is an enthusiast in his admir-

ation for Columbus and his book is a
valuable and deeply interesting record of

the traces left from that far-off time when
the great Catholic man of genius and daring
explored the islands which guard our continent, not knowing what he had found.
Mingled with this valuablehistorical information is the story of the author's own
wanderings and adventures. This is told
with a mixture of vivacity, humor, vivid
description and graphic narrative such as
makes the book notable among all the books
of the year. " The style is the man," and
Mr. Ober is here revealed as the typical
scientific traveler; strong, alert, resolute,
prompt and cool in time of danger, keenly
observant, and always with an eye to the
cause of science. Such men travel everywhere, in one hand carrying a rifle and in
the other a microscope and a note book.
To them the world owes much of its
knowledge and a vast deal of its entertainment. This volume is crammed with the
most interesting pictures, besides maps and
portraits; it is printed on heavy, fine paper,
and is very handsomely bound, with the
American and Spanish seals and the seal
of Columbus on the cover. A specially fine
edition is published at a special price. We
have tried to make it plain that this is one
of the best and most interesting books of
this Christmas season. [ The D. Lothrop
Co., Publishers; Boston.]

"THE DAY SPRING FROM ON HIGH."
This is a book of short passages from
many writers, for every day in the year.
It differs from other books of the kind
chiefly by its superior excellence. Miss
Emm* Forbes Cary, who has done the
work of selection and arrangement is known
as a lady of high social position in Boston
and Cambridge, and an occasional writer of
monographs in her own special line of
benevolent work among prisoners. The
selections here given are from a wide range
of reading, and their choice has been
guided by a fine literary taste and delicate
discrimination. The general tone of the
book is of course, of the very highest, but it is
not exclusively religious or pious. It draws
from good sources everywhere, and Misj
Cary justifies her claim to the title Catholic
by the variety of her quotations from St.
Francis of Assisi to Philips Brooks and
Whittier. There are thousands of persons
to whom such a book, with its daily words
of brief reminder, encouragement, comfort,
inspiration and uplifting, is a dear and
indispensable companion. To these we
may recommend this as among the very
best of its class. The little volume is sure
to figure in countless lists of Christmas presents. [Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Publish?

ers ; Boston.]

COLUMBUS FOR CHILDREN.
Mr. Elbridge S. Brooks has written the
story of Columbus, his life and his achievements, in plain and simple words, for young
children. The art is not an easy one, but
Mr. Brooks succeeds in it. His story is
clear, well put together, and full of interest
for any reader. It is probable that but few
children have any really definite and connected idea of what Columbus did. From this
book they may learn it all, and in such a
manner as to insure their remembering it as
they would some thrilling tale of adventure,
though there is nothing of the sensational
in Mr. Brooks' style. His estimate of
Queen Isabella is not so high as ours, and
he is disposed to blame Columbus rather
more than seems to us just for the enslaving
of the natives of the newly discovered
islands ; but his views are otherwise fair and
his narrative is up to date in its facts. The
book is full of pictures, including many
interesting and authentic views in and
aiound old Isabella, where The Sacred
Heart Review is to rebuild the old ruined
church that Columbus built so long ago.
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The Sacred Heart Review.
This is an excellent holiday book for children. [The D. Lothrop Co., Publishers;

Boston.]

"FIVE-MINUTE SERMONS."

OF
NOTRE DAME, Berkeley,
Boylston street, Boston.
A Day
School for Girls. Preparatory, Intermediate and
Classical Departments. Voc.il and Instrumental
Music. Drawing and Painting. Needlework.
Great attention paid to health, comfort and
deportment of pupils. Pleasant class-rooms.
Beautiful garden. Terms moderate. Call or
send for circular.
near

All Catholics in this country and many
abroadknown the five-minute sermons, those
brief and stirring little addresses delivered by
OF HOLY ANGELS, For Young
the Paulist Fathers to their early morning INSTITUTE
ladies and little girls, Fort Lee, N. J., on the
beautiful Palisades of the Hudson. Thorough
congregations in New York. They have
mental, moral and physical training. Healthful
been printed in our papers all over the land
and delightful climate. Fine modern building;
and have had innumerable readers. Now
large grounds. By the celebrated teaching order.
the School Sisters of Notre Dame. For terms and
a new volume is issued, never before printed
particulars address the Suphrior, Fort Lee, N. J.
in book form. There are little sermons,
familiar and forcible, for the various SunReligous
days of the year, and for some of the
greater feasts. The book will undoubtedly
be sold in great numbers, as it deserves to
SUNDAY.
be. [The Catholic Book Exchange, PubLet us not withdraw from the field of bat;
lishers New York.]
tle, from the task of self-denial.? Yen.
Mother
Barat.
"ODD

Maxims.

BUSINESS."

The child who finds this book among his
Christmas presents will be lucky. There is
something new and funny to read on every
page, and the pictures are fanciful, queer,
odd or charming, as the text requires or
suggests. Mr. Bridgman gives a number of
his famous " Puk-Wudjie" stories of the
Indians and their magic, with nonsense
verses, a make-believe court calendar, lots
of funny advertisements of all kinds of
odd business," and other quips and cranks
"without
number. It is sold at a moderate
price. [The D. Lothrop Co., Publishers;

He who has once tasted trie love of Jesus
will never more relish anything which is not
sweetened by the name of Jesus,
MONDAY.
God and the cross; these alone. Too
grasping is the man for whom this treasure
is not sufficient.
Happy is the soul, which, like Magdalen,
seeks Jesus only. Such a one is certain to
find him sooner or later.

Boston.]

TUESDAY.

On no other condition can we find
TWO GOOD STORIES.
entrance into the divine Heart of Jesus
Two admirable stories for boys and girls than
by struggling, with humility and conare " Through Thick and Thin," and " The
fidence against our passions.
Midshipmen's Mess," by Molly Elliot SeaJesus will supply whatever is needful,
well, a favorite writer for young people.
there be no limit to our confidence
provided
The first is a tale of the friendship of two
in
his
aid.
boys; one poor and the other rich who
meet, later in life, in the army, out on
WEDNESDAY.
the western plains, and show their bravery
So long as the kingdom of God is one of
and nobility in fighting Indians and helping humility, glory will never reign there withtheir comrades. The other is a story of the
sea, and the fun, frolic and folly (well meant out humiliation, nor victory without defeat,
and excusable boyish folly) cf a lot of jolly nor joy without sorrow?Lacordaire.
young midshipmen on board a man-of-war.
The strongest mind on earth is that of
These stories are just right ; interesting,
amusing, thrilling, sure to please young him who will consider naught but himself
readers, and at the sams time high-toned, and God.
teaching excellent lessons in a forcible yet
pleasing way. Parents, kind uncles and
THURSDAY.
aunts and careful grandmammas may give
The love of God is the highest art of the
this book to the youngsters with confidence
that it will please them and do them good. soul and the chief work of man.
[The D. Lothrop Co., Publishers; Boston.]
Kindness has converted more sinners
than either xeal, eloquence, or learning; and
VARIOUS NEW PUBLICATIONS.
these three last have never converted anyone unless they were kind also. In short,
All intelligent educators know that it is kindness makes us as gods to each other.
not an easy thing to make good and sensible books for children's studies. The Yet, while it lifts us so high, it keeps us
"Little People's Reader," arranged by sweetly low. Father Faber.
Georgia A. Hodskins, shows by its very
simplicity the skill with which it has been
FRIDAY.
prepared. It is attractive and progressive;
the child will like it and be interested in it,
There are many outwa dly honest who
and in reading it will be led along the path
to knowledge almost without effort. It is make little interior progress, and there are
an admirable book for lr tic children. Ginn many of free and apparently careless
& Co., Boston, are the publishers.
demeanor who are in heart most holy and
most beloved of God.? St. Bonaventure.
Claude Lightfoot " is the latest ot
"
The perfect champion is he who estabthe series of popular books for boys written
by Father Finn, and published by Benziger lishes complete dominion over his mind b>
Brothers. It is as usual, a tale of life at a overcoming temptations and the inclination
Catholic boarding school. The same firm
publishes " Connor D'Arcy's Struggles," a of his nature to sin.? Vkn. John Tauler.
story by Mrs. W. M. Bertholds.
SATURDAY.

;

?

Travel, fiction, poetry, facts, sketches,
essays, adventures, jokes, anecdotes,
scientin; discoveries, fashion and literary
gossip
are mingled in judicious variety in the
December number of Current Literature,"
" answers
It sells for 25 cents, and
the purpose of a monthly library of news and

Churc alendar.
C

ACADEMY

In spiritual dryness, as well as in consolations, dangers are encountered if one is not
on his guard ; if the latter can inspire pride,
the former can beget indifference.? St
Ignatius

T"HE HAZARIBAGH."

Sunday, Dec. 17.

I [Third

Sunday in Advent. Gospel, St.
witness to
Christ. Epistle to the Philippians, iv. 4-7.
It seems almost as if St. Paul, in writing
to the people of Philippi, nearly two
thousand years ago, were writing to us, and
with special reference to this very time. All
over our country the people are suffering
just now from "hard times." Many are
anxious, some, no doubt, almost despairing ;
wondering what they are to do, and tempted
to fear that God has forgotten them. To
us all the great St. Paul says
" The Lord
is nigh. Be nothing solicitous; but in
everything by prayer and supplication and
thanksgiving, let your petitions be made
known to God." And St. Paul knew well
what he was saying. He was a maker of
tents :he worked for his own living. He
knew the worst that poverty c n do. He
suffered destitution, the pangs of hunger;
cod, hardship, misfortune; he was shipwrecked, he was beaten with rods, he was
thrown into prison. Who could have a
greater trial of his faith and confidence in
God ? Yet he never faltered or wavered.
" The Lord is nigh." This was his constant feeling, his strength and support. And
he tells us to pray, to let our petitions, out
wants and necessities be made known to
God, but without too much anxiety. It is
natural for a man who has no employment,
who sees poverty and even hunger drawing
near his home, to feel anxious and troubled.
Who cjuld help it ? But for the Christian
there should be a limit. We must be full)
alive to the situation, wide awake to the
necessity of doing everything possible to
make matters better; but we must not
despair; never for one moment must we
doubt the goodness, love and mercy of
God. He is our Father; he loves us
What he does is for our best good Per
haps trials are sent, as to Holy Job, to test
our faith and love; to let us prove that all
our piety, our love of God, was not for
fair weather and good times only, but solid,
strong and genuine ; ready for anything that
may come. " Lord, even though thou slay
me, yet will I love thee " these should !?
our words to our Creator, and then, in the
beautiful words of St. Paul, "the peace of
God, which surpasseth all understanding,"
will "keep our hearts and minds in Christ
Jesus our Lord."

John i. 19-28: John b°ars

:

:

Monday, Dec 18.
St. Gatian, Bishop and Confessor.
Tuesday, Dec.

ig.

20.

Thursday, Dec. 21.

St. Thomas, Apostle.

Friday, Dec. 22.
St. Zeno, Martyr.
1 \u25a0
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SUSPENDERS
MUUN I tUa
;

which press upon him now ?re such as to preclude the
possibility of his absence from Washington.
He it
in sympathy with the noble object of your
association
and would be glad to emphasize his appreciation of
your endeavor by his presence
were it possible.
Henry

Thurbh*,
Private Secretary.

NOTES OF THE FAIR.
Mr. Eben D. Jordan, Sr., presented a gorgeou.
bed-spread and shams, worked in gold
on heavy
maroon silk, brought from Japan and valued at
about $500.
There is a great deal of interest in the
guessing
contest as to the meaning of the mysterious
word,
"Hazaribagh. All sorts of guesses
are
from High bazar to anything you pleise.
It should always be remembered that
the Home for
Consumptives receives patients without asking any
questions as to their color, race or
telieion. Also
that the Young Ladies' Charitable Association
poor
for the
sick in their own homes or wherever
found.
The following are the presidents of
the variou.
districts represented by booths etc., atthe Armory: ?
Back Bay,
Josephine M.
Bleakie.
Anna A. Rootey
Charlestown,
Ella C. Taff
City Point,
Mrs. J. J Lievaney.
Dorche»ter,
Mrs. Henry C. Towle
East Boston
Katherine
M. Kiley. '
Lost Cambridge,
Mary A. Carm chael.
Hyde Park,
Elizabeth Couehlin
Jamaica Plain,
Miss Brenn.n
Muton,
Katherine
V. Corbet
n
9
rs Henry w Holbrook.
,',
?L° Dorchester,
M
Nor.h
Mrs.
Thomas
J. Heman.
North End,
Mrs. Marg-ret Magorty.
Quincy,
G. Shean.
Eliza
Ruxbury,
Mrs. M. E. F.lvey
St. James,
Mary C. Keenan.

received'

" -

,.

Saturday, Dec. 23.
St. Victoria, Virgin and Martyr.

,_,,

Full informa'ion as to m ik-

SI
II ¥
P
\u25a0 \u25a0 \u25a0\fl
u25a0\u25a0\u25a0** m
ling, etc, given
When we compare our condition with
Tndia,
that
of
our
brethren
in
I
cannot
see
The publishers, D. Lothrop Company,
;
have justready afresh supply of the famous that ours is a hard lot.? St. li.natius.
Five
Little
Books
Pepper
by
Margaret
" more on the
"Sidney. No books are
Washington St.
increase
in popular demand. Whoever does not
been a great to-do about McKinley
There
has
read and love the Five Little Peppers is
Information Wanted of Patrick
prices; but as a matter of fact, never were prices in
behind the times.
many instances ro low as ihey are now. Think of Buckley married the second time in
getting a spool of Cutter's Silk for three cents. But England ; came
to America in 1877 :
Magazine" has a pleasant you
can do that at Brine's ; and a thousand and one
" McClure's
Chris.mas
story and a variety of other good oth r things, collect vely called small wares, all at lived in Lowell. Was last heard from
reading matter, sutprising in a magazine so proportionately low
prices. There are big bargains 14 years ago. Address Miss Katie
lately establishedand so cheap in price,
at Brine's.
Buckley, 70 Cabot St., Lowell, Maes,

general reading.

East Armory,
My dear Miss Power, ? The
Piesident direct, me
to acknowledge the recei t of your courteous
invitation and to say that the duties and cares of his office

cares'

St. Christian, Bishop.

1

?

Executive Mansion, Washington, D. C,
Dec. o 1893.
Miss Elizabeth A. Power, President,

"

St Nemesion, Martyr.
Wednesday, Dec.

It is well understood in Boston
that when the Young Ladies' Charitable Association announces an entertainment it is sure to be something
novel, unusual and inviting. This is
precisely the case with the Hazaribagh, which has been rpen in the
East Armory, East Newton street for
the past ten days. The daily and
Sunday papers have been full of glowing accounts of the wonderful beauty
and numberless attractions of the
place and crowds have flocked to see
and enjoy it from all points in the
cities and suburbs. The Armory has
been transformed into a bower of
beauty by plants, flowers, trees,
fountains, lights, and handsome
booths, attended by many hundreds
of charming youDg ladies, all bent
upon helping the poor patienls in the
Free Home for Consumptives. The
illustrated library, the fortune teller,
African dodger, shooting gallery,
post office, Japanese tea house, etc.,
do a thriving business, and multitudes buy their Christmas presents,
which are sold at very low prices.
Governor Russell, with his staff
visited the Hazaribagh on Wednesday evening.
At the suggestion of the Governor,
an invitation was sent to the President of the United States, and
handed to him by influential friends
in Washington, the Governor assuring him that the charity was a most
worthy one and heartily endorsed by
him. The following reply was
received :

Sjmerville,

Klizabeth

J. Power.
bouih Boston Certral, Miss Conlty.
South End,
Alice F Murray
West Broidwsy, S. B. Marie L. G-.b'in
West End,
Kate E. Keleher.
Mary I). Hanniog.
ea
Chj
Medford,
Janet Wells.
U charge of the flower stand. Etrma A. Mur-ay
Holly Tree Inn, Grace M. Phalan
H. me table
Miss Helen Nolan Rcfre hments, Mrs. Papst
and
ladus of proposed German district.

;

;

,

Some of the handsomest and most useful
In
Boston, and the most tempting to the purse,goods
the
and tea sets and other lable china atare
dm-jer
Jones,
and
Stratton's,
McDuffee
corner ot Federa and
Iranklm streets. Their lam i department
shows
newest and most artistic dc igns, with the
latest improvements in burners. Visitors are sure tv find
somethingsuitable for Christmas presents
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Heart Review.

The

CatholicMissions.
A VISIT TO THE PLACE WHERE
FATHER DAMIEN DIED.
SCENES AT MOLOKAI.

Dr. Leonard Freeman, a prominent
physician of this city, says the Catholic Telegraph cf Cincinnati, O has
just returned from a tcwn of the
Sandwich Islands where after much
trouble he secured the privilege of
visiting the celebrated leper colony
on the island of Molokai. Of the
island he says that it contains about
5,000 acres. It is surrounded on
three s'dss by the Pacific Ocean, and
guarded on the fourth by a tremendous precipice, which cuts it off from
the rest of the world like a gloomy

,

wall. There are about 1,100 lepers
in the colony, and it is true of this
spot if it is cf any other that " Ye
who enter here leave hope behind."
Even the ground itself looks as if it
had leprosy, with its volcanic rocks
sticking through the thin soil.
We went at once to the little Methodist church, made of boards and
painted white, where Rev. Mr. Emerson, whom I had met on the steamer,
was to deliver a sermon. The church
was as plain as a church could be,
with wooden benches and some pitifully small panes of stained glass in
serted above the windows, in order
to impart a religious air to at least a
portion of the light which entered
Just outside the open door I could
see the white surf pounding against
the black rocks with a roar that
sometimes threatened to drown the
voice of the preacher.
This was one of the strangest congregations in the whole world?some
without fingers, some with their
stumps of bands and feet done up in
rags ; some with their faces deformed
by dozens of flashy codules as large
as English walnuts, until they looked
like caricatures of humanity, and
others with their enlarged and nodu
lar ears hanging down on their shoul
ders like muttonchops. One man,
the native preacher, had a nose like
a warty cucumber ; another was covered with ulcers. There was not one
who did not in some way show the
stamp of tic loathsome malady.
They were all dark skinned natives,
except one white man who sat in a

front seat, the picture of hopeless
dejection. Mr. Emerson spoke earnestly in the Kanaka language, and
his audience listened eagerly. After
he had finished he requested me to
address the congregation, and I
preached my first arid perhaps last
sermon. One of the lepers, with an
obvious paucity of fingers, arose and
thanked roe. Among other things,
he said he hoped I would live long
and " never have leprosy," as though
leprosy to him involved every evil in
the world, and if I escaped it I could

be happy.
After the sermon we got some
hcrses and rode about the settlements. The lepers live in white
frame houses about the size of an
ordinary room, and divided into
several apartments. They do not
not fail to

require much furniture, because they sores in the pans of water, and
prefer squatting on the floor to sit- applies fresh salve and bandages. A
ting in a chair. They have horses, Cincinnati lady has presented him
cats, dogs, and other domestic with a large music-box, and while he
animals and some of them cultivate is attending to these poor people
smsll gardens. When a Kanaka gets with great ulcers on the soles of
leprosy he regards it as a dispensa- their feet, and without toes, or even
tion of Providence, buries bis hopes without much if any feet at all, this
and ambitions and goes to Molokai music box plays waltzes by Strauss
to die. To be sure the disease is
a genuine piece of sarcasm. Mr.
only feebly contagious, but contagi- Dutton is nobly carrying out the
ious it is, and the slovenly unhealthy work inaugurated by Father Damien,
lives led by many natives are con- who lived some sixteen years among
ductive to its spread. Huddled to- the lepers, and finally died a martyr
gether in small damp huts, existing to the disease the horror of which
on insufficient and improper food, he had endeavored so long to mitieating with their dirty fipgers from a gate.
single dish, smoking the same pipe,
I remained in the leper colony two
it is no wonder the Hawaiians have nights and nearly two days, and was
been decimated by leprosy and just as glad to get away from the
afflicted with other terrible diseases. place as I was to get into it. I never
One may live with lepers for many before realized how dreary a landyears, howev r, without contracting scape could be in spite of beautiful
leprosy. It is said that a native scenery and perfect climate if sufferwoman of Honolulu sent three hus- ing humanity formed thebackground.
bands to Molokai with the d sease Strictly speaking, the people do not
suffer much j a characteristic of the
before she developed it herself.
There are several other churches disease is the early destruction of
in the colony besides the Methodist, sensation, so that a finger, or even a
?

including a Catholic church and a
Mormon church; but the Catholics
seem to be doing the most cf the
real work the others take it out
largely in talk. There are nine
Sisters of Charity and two Fathers,
all from Syracuse, N. Y. The
buildings in which they live are neat
and clean and are surrounded by garden and banana trees. These noble
women are sacrificing their lives to a
great and loving work under the
most discouraging circumstances.
How sweet, good and gentle they
were to the lepers! Some have
been in the colony five or six years
without having once left it.
I met on the island a gentleman
named Dutton, who had been an
officer in the United States army,
and lived for a time in Cincinnati.
He was formerly wealthy, and stood
high in the social world. Five or
six years ago, he was converted to
the Catholic faith, disposed of his
fortune, gave up his social position
and went to Molokai to devote the
remainder of his life to the lepers.
I found him a goodlooking and
extremely intelligent man about fortyfive years of age, with black hair and
beard and a pleasing address. He
lived in a one-storied, three-roomed
cottage surrounded by a high stone
wall. The little rooms contained
many religious emblems, pictures of
Christ and the Virgin Mary, and were
very neat and clean for a bachelor's
apartments. A century plant grew
in the yard, emblematical, perhaps,
of the slow monotonous life around it.
Every morning this good Samaritan puts on an old blue blouse and a
pair of overalls and goes down to
what he calls his " workshops," a
small frame house with a veranda,
around which are arranged a number of benches and some dishpans,
filled with warm water. Miserable,
decrepit lepers come hobbling in
until the benches are filled and standing room is at a premium. Mr.
Dutton, with true religious courage
and sympathy, bathes the leprotic
?

...
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dreary, festering ulcer of a hole it
really was ; and I felt a deep love
and sympathy for the Sisters of
leg, might be hacked off. without Charity and the Fathers, and for Mr.
much discomfort. They never com- Dutton and the good doctor, who
mit suicide. It would be easy to were devotirg their lives and energies
climb the precipice that guards their to' the lepers in order that their living
prison and jump cff, but they do not deaths might be a little less hard to
do it. The truth is, they seem com- bear.
paratively resigned and happy.
There are so many of them that they THE GREAT RIVER OF ALASKA.
do not lack society, and the worst
cases appear to mingle freely with
Our readers who have heard and
in
the
earlier
They
stages.
those
read so much about the missionaries
have meat, bread, poi, plenty of in Alaska, and their traveling on
clothes and bedding, churches, a the Yukon River will be interested
reading-room and good enough in the following short description of
homes. They have organized a band that wonderful stream. Father Barpf musicians among them, and some num and some cf his companions,
while coming down the river in their
are quite good performers.
last summer to meet the steamer
several
boat
The Catholics have erected
plain pavilions, like hospital wards, which brings them their annual mail
with kitchen and dinning-rocm at- and the things sent from the States,
tached. The Sisters try to induce ran aground on a sard bar and stuck
the leper girls to occupy these there for nine days. They just barely
quarters, designed for their comfort, caught the steamer.
"It is almost impossible," writes
and they are comfortable. But as a
girls
would rather Frederick Funston, from Alaska,
usual thing, the
perfect
freedom of the to the Kansas City Star, " for one
erjoy the
separate private cottages than to be not acquainted with the vast extent
under the rules and restrictions of \u25a0of this northwestern country to realthe Church. The Sisters were just ize the great distances between the
opening some Christmas boxes, filled outposts of civilization and the enorwith large, colored rubber balls, dells mous volume of these Alaska rivers.
and presents of various kinds; and It will surprise the average citizen
I thought to myself, if the people in whoreads in his old dog-eared geogthe great outside world knew how raphy that the Mississippi is the
much things were needed on cheer- largest liver on the North American
less Molokai, there would be not only continent, to learn that it is actually
a few pitiful little boxes to open but a babbling brook beside the mighty
Yukon, which, next to the Amazon
whole steam loads of them.
It was with a feeling of relief that and the Nile, is the largest river in
I took my mackintosh undermy arm, the woild. The Tanana, a river
bade farewell to the fcindhearted which very few people in the civildoctor and climbed the winding trail ized world ever heard of, is a solid
up the pali. I stood on the top and mile from bank to bank, with a curtook a last view of the leper colony. rent like the St. Lawrence at the
There was the same little tongue of Rapids. The Koyukuk, another
land far below, green with moist ' unknown ' tributary of the Yukon, is
grass and fringed with lines of snowy larger than the Ohio, and the Porcubreakers, rolling against black, vol- pine is larger than the Hudson. I
canic rocks. There was the same venture the assertion that the Missmultitude of cottage?, shining white issippi belcw St. Louis, if turned into
the Yukon below the mouth of the
in the sunlight; the same blue sky Koyukuk,
would not raise the stream
and fleecy clouds. But the beauty six inches, and I have been up and
of the spot, its watering-place appear- down the Mississippi a good deal
ance, was gone. I knew what a myself."
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to that sum of

Temperance.

$790,000,000 the Not a license will be granted next
year as a consequence, and the
greater number of the present hold-

price of 1,365,000,000 gallons of
spirits and wine be added at ten
cents a drink, with an average of 60
SOME CURIOUS FIGURES.
drinks to the gallon, the money spent
them being $7 500 000,000, the
The Internal Revenue Bureau for
result
would go far to support the
reports that during the fiscal year
000,000
inhabitants of the United
ending June 30, 1892, the consump- 65
States in comfort.
tion of alcoholic liquor in the United
States was, in round nurcbera, as
A WRETCHED SLAVE.
follows: 98,000,000 gallons of distilled spirits, 28 500,000 gallons of
Bad companions have ruined many
wines, 987,500 000 gallons of malt
liquors? 1,114000,000 gallons of unsuspecting boys and girls and
of tipall kinds. Whereupon the Independ older persons, too. Habits
are
formed
a
social
pling
by
taking
ent makes this curious calculation:
and before one is hardly aware
glass,
we
reckon
the
"If
liquors at five
of it he is a drunkard. In the same
cents per half pint glass, retail, the
cost of the malt liquors, which are way feasting on rich viands and rare
mostly used by the working people, desserts will allure the appetite to
would be $790,000,000. This sum indulgence until one becomes a glutwould buy, in round numbers 132- ton. And what can be more degrading than to live for eating and drink-000,000 barrels of flour at $6 each
more than the whole crop of wheat ing ? It is notorious that the love
for that year; or 158,000,000 tons of liquor will make its victim idle and
of coal at $5 each, equal to the entire shiftless. He would rather sit in a
output of coal; or 79,000.000 suits saloon and tell profane and obscene
of clothes at $10 each ; or 225,000,? ?tories than to be industriously
engagedin his trade or profession.
000 pairs of shoes at $3 50 each. Or
Nor is this all. Indul ence in
if this money were equally divided
night
drinking and frolic robs one of
among these articles it would buy
strength,
renders him drowsy and
33 000,000 barrels of flour, 39,500lazy
the
next
morning, fills his head
-000 tons of coal, 19,750,000 suits of
with
his
aches,
eyes with inflammaclothes, 56 250,000 pairs of shoes.
tion,
pulse
his
fever, his brain
with
And if these articles were equa'ly
with delusions and his nerves with
distributed among 10,000,000 families
of working men there would be for trembling and inefficiency. No woneach family = 3 3-10 barrels of flour der such a wretched slave of beastly
at t&> 3 95- 100 tons of coal at $5, appetite often comes to poverty and
about two suits of clothes at $10, rags. He forfeits his character,
and 5 1-2 pairs shoes at $3.50. debases his brain and heart, disWhat a vast improvement would graces and mortifies his family, alienresult in the physical comfort of the ates his friends and employers, and
families of the woikingmen if the barters away his eternal soul to
money now spent for beer and ale Satan. Oh, the horrors of the poo.r
were used for food, clothing and drunkard's end both in this world
fuel. This estimate has reference and the next 1 The thought of it
to physical comfort only: but there is ought to keep every older person
also a moral aspect which every man from ever inviting young people to
who cares for his fellow-man cannot taste the intoxicating bowl.
fail to be deeply interested in." If
A REVOLUTION.
?

Mothers Duty.
: "AWatch
your daughter's

New Britain is a town of only
a 0,000 inhabitants, yet it possessed
physical development.
fewer than 80 saloons. Owing to
Nature has provided a time no
the way in which the political wires
for purification, and if the
channels are obstructed, the had been pulled, the politicians on
entire system is poisoned, and the bench at all the previous licensing sessions having been kept well up
misery comes.
"Irregularities from any to their work by their supporters, the
cause, at any age, are sure saloon keepers, the town was slowly
"
"*%}&£ indications of going to the bad, and at last people
organic trouble. awakened up to the fact and its
cause. A
revulsion of
Jfcklßg-K, ularities come feeling tooktremendous
place, a temperance crua lively nature was set on
the stomach sade ofFather
Doyle, an energetic
foot

"

l

_

.

pains, extreme
lassitude, and irritability.
" Remove the trouble at once,
or a whole life will be sacrificed.
" Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege'.
tabl* Compound will accomplish the work speedily.
" It is the most effective remedy for irregular or suspended
action known to the world."

-

Mrs. Chas. Hints, Box
Duncannon, Pm,

?

212,

All druggist. Mil it. Address In «oufidence.
SJ£_ Ii? P mnA!« Mbb Co.. Lykh, Mass.

*

Paulist, went down to keep the ball
rolling, and he met with a most gratifying success. The saloons began soon
to run low in the tills; a deputation
of owners waited on Father Doyle
and the committee, and proposed a
surrender on the terms of a big
shortening of hours ; but no terms
would be made. The election of
commissioners, who are the licensing
authority, was held next day, and the
result astonished even the temperance advocates. Their men carried
all before them, and the salocn men
were left out in the cold entirely.

ers will have to clear out bag and
baggage. The rout has been so
overwhelming, so unexpected, that
they do not yet realize it; but they
will soon know all about it. The
only trouble the temperance men will
now have will be to see that the law
agaiist shebeening is carried out
next year
and this is always a big
trouble in this land, where public
corruption in minor places is so great
and al!-pervading a blot. But the
fereparance men are no fools. They
include some of the most active and
energetic men in the whole country,
and they are fully alive to the importance of securing the prcfi's of vic?

tory.

ProTteisbaunW
f riters.
THE MONKS, AND PROTESTANT
HISTORIANS.

"

We owe the agricultural restoration of the greater part of Europe to
the monks," says the Protestant
Hallam. To the Lazy Monks 1
be it remembered 1 " The monks
were much the best husbandmen,
and the only gardeners," says
Forsyth. None ever improved their
lands and possessions more than the
monks by building, cultivating, and
other methods," so says Wharton.
" Wherever they came," so says Mr.
Soame, they converted the wilderness into a cultivated country, they
pursued the breeding of cattle and

"

"

"

"

agriculture, labored with their own
hands, drainad morasses, and cleared
away forests." M Guizot, thefamous
TEMPERANCE NOTES.
French Protestant historian, says:
Drink is of no importance as fsod " They were the agriculturists cf
Europe, they cleared it on a large
to healthy people.
scale, associating agriculture with
Alcoholic liquors are specially

injurious

preaching."

A TRAVELED ENGLISHMAN.

to children.

The Catholic Church understands
Alcohol increases the liability to
and
accepts the great changes which
disease and shortens life.
have come in civil and political instiAlcoholic liquors are in no sense tutions ; so that alliances between
the Church' and State which were in
necessary to healthy life.
past sges commendable and necesDrink is very injurious whan hard sary, she now regards as ao longer
and continuous work has to be per- advisable or even possible, says
Raymond Blathway in a Lordon
formed.
journal. She is not a mere mediasval
Drink is utterly unable to warm crystallization precipitated into the
the body, and is dangerous during midst of this vast, pulsating, energizexposure to severe cold.
ing nineteenth century. Sh« is net
a mere bundle of cold theories,
It is impossible to say what quan- impossible dogmas, and worn-out
tity of alcohol can be taken safely, creeds, thrown down to lie idle at the
and, therefore, the less taken the feet of an onward-rushing, striving,
better.
earnest and vigorous humanity. Hera great power, full of undying
Father Lambing says : "You may self
life and of irresistible energy, so far
talk total abninence to doomsday, from
being hampered by her past
but unless you practice what you traditions, she glories in them,
and is
teach, you might as well write your encouraged by the memory of them,
lesson in running waters. People whilst every moment she is applying
who preach but do not practice, are the experience gained in ages gone
by, and in every part of the known
like crabs, moving backward."
world, to meet the exigencies of the
present, to be ready for the immediIn a letter to the New York Sun ate future. In her the heart of
on total abstinence Dr. Edward Mc- humanity beats forever against the
Sweeney says that Archbishops heart of humanity.
Ireland, of St. Paul, and Elder, of
GENERAL LEW WALLACE AND
Cincinnati, as well as Bishop SpaldLEO XIII.
ing, of Peoria, Watterson, of Columbus, McGolrick, of Duluth, Cotter,
The author cf "Ben Hur r * has
of Winona, Shanley, of Jamestown,
written
another romance
O'Sullivan, of Mobile, are to his
" The
Prince
of
India; or, Why Constantiknowledge professed total abstainers.
nople Fell." He says of it: One
"
thing which makes my book specially
Typewriting,
Ol
llOn
1"
Bookkeeping, timely is the fact that at the present
V IH
etc., at ibe BosfS.
\m
u25a0 B
I
ton Commercial time Pope Leo XIII. has already
mm \u25a0 \u25a0 W \u25a0 \u25a0 \u25a0 College, No. 1
begun negotiations looking towards
Beacon St., ror. Tre- I
II M a reunion of the
|
churches. He has
mout St. Individual II fl
111
ins<rue* ion Bay and W?! JM 111
made
advances
to
both the Patriarch
g.
Kv«11 1 n
Call or I j f% II II
mm \u25a0 m \u25a0 \u25a0 wm
send for circular.
at Constantinople and the Czar at
St. Petersburg. It will be a fitting
crown to the achievements of the
present Pope
a great and wise
man if at the end of the nineteenth
I Oc. LITTLE GOLD
century he succeeds in hesling a
breach that appeared to have become
5C* Cigars.
final in the middle of the fifteenth."
R, ». SULLIVAN,
Manufacturer, This tribute from General Wallace to
the Holy Father will give his book
Uai tihnti'ar, X. JH.
a
At wholesale by
special interest in tbe t\99 pf CathH%. qiUSJ »., JM retort! strut, lettw,
olic readers..
?
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harmonious; and so historical truth
and the supernatural are not at variThat Mr. Fiske found a congenial spirit in the writer of whom
he was speaking is abundantly evident. Mr. Parkman was plainly not
a believer in the supernatural. Therefore his scrupulously
accurate
accounts of men and events are per-

petually warped and distorted, and
rendered really most unreliable by

called a punishment; at least it is one an early trial for high treason. Who
which most persons would undergo dares to say that God is above the
very cheerfully and without complaint. State, the Ten Commandments higher
than our glorious Constitution, our
The beautiful Hymn " published duty to our Maker stronger than our
in our issue of Dec. 9, on page 11, duty to our legislators, or conscience
was by Mr. Denis A. McCarthy, of above human law?
Salem, and not by D. A. McGrath,
as printed.
Ellen Golding, who has been
spreading slanders about French and
It is said that Tyndall was descenEnglish convents, has a sister, Mrs.
ded from a long line of Orangemen.
Meilhac, a respectable Protestant
The Herald explains by this the fact
lady of Hull, England. Mrs. Meilthat he was a sort of intellectual
hac says that Ellen has been telling
"kicker." The explanationmay be lies, and adds that she is demented,
accepted.
or as persons who are careless in their
The Catholic familywhich takes The speech would say, is not all there."
Sacred HeartReview and the Cath- This is the most charitable explanaolic World has a pretty fair Catholic tion of the conduct of a person who
library in the house. We send them talks about steel belts, dark rooms,
both for one year for $4.00, the immorality, and poisoning in conformer price of the Catholic World vents.

"

false interpretations and the assignment of base motives. All his purity
of style and charm of description
must go for nothing with the candid
Entered as second-class matter in the Boston Post lover of truth; while prejudice and
Office, Dec. I, 1888.
ignorance are thereby both created
and increased. A kind of admiraSaturday, DEC. 16, 1893.
tion for the courage and heroism of
the Catholic missionaries and Sisters
was, as it were, wrung from him;
but he rarely lost the opportuniiy of
What better Christmas present couplingwith this admission some sort
can you make your relatives or your of attack upon the Catholic Church. alone.
friends than a subscription to The
The late Prof. Tyndall declared
Sacred Heart Review? It costs
that
he and Carlyle had abolished
A spEASKU at the Unitarian conferonly two dollars, it lasts a whole
hell-fire,"
and the Boston Transcript
ence the other day said, the trouble
year, the receiver is reminded of you
thinks
so,
too. The Transcript
us Unitarians is that we are not
every week when it arrives fifty- with
means
to
be
enterprising; why does
sufficiently religious." It is not often
two times.
it
not
an
get
interview by cable with
that a sick man is able to give so
on
the question?
Prof.
Mivart
A correspondent writes to a Bos- accurate a diagnosis of his own conton paper, declaring that not enough dition.
France is suffering more than any
attention has been givento the characA
Boston
that
other
paper
says
Tyndall
country from bomb-throwing
ter and career of
was
a
worker
in
the
revolt
anarchists.
France, also, is the counscientific
and the unveiling of his statue.
day
against
of
the
whose
present
dogma.
Government has delibertry
This is quite true. It is a pity that
the invaluable lessons conveyed by In fact he did much to add to the ately and officially denied God and
the career of such a man soldier, great body of dogma. Every man tried to kill Christianity. Her rulers
statesman, jurist, patriot, Christian who makes genuine and authentic have sowed the wind of irreligion and
should be lost to discoveries in science does the same. wickedness and are now reaping the
and gentleman
any part of his countrymen simply Dogmas are statements proposed for whirlwind of rage, hate and destrucbecause they do not know about him. belief. To disouss andexamine them, tion.
But General Shields was a modest, test their authority, and accept or
Hyacinthe has always denied that
as well as a great man. And after reject them, according as they are
he was a Protestant. On the other
all it is better to be unknown than found trne or false, is not merely our
hand the Catholic Church has declined
but
our
To
denounce
right
duty.
notorious. Many thousands did
to acknowledge him. People who
about
dogma
general,
in
and talk
know him, and they joined his own
as
it,
doing
away
with
is childish and have been supporting him have
State in honoring him.
wrong-headed as it would be to wish recently been showing anxiety to
just "wherehe was at." Now
The Christian Register can find to abolish "science" because some know
has
cleared the situation by starthe
no basis for religious faith in scientists are careless and their
a
new
ing
church of his own which he
authority, whether of popes, councils, alleged discoveries untrustworthy.
the
Apostolic Church.
calls
Christian
creeds or Bibles, the modern intellect Because Tyndall, Carlyle, and the
He
assures
the
world
that it is not to
being, it appears, too much for them all. Boston evening paper reject the dogbe
hostile
churches, so
existing
to
It forgets that the Catholic submits mas of the Church, it does not follow
there
is
no
cause
for
anxiety.
to
cease formulating
to the authority of his Church that she ought
because (and only because) he knows them or calling upon men to believe
Mr. James McLellan, Assistant
it to be derived from God. The them.
Secretary
of the National League for
Register cannot argue intelligently for
of our subscribers, niece of the
One
of American InstituProtection
Catholics without assuming, for
two priests and cousin of an arch- tions," no less? says that a Protmoment,
the
their standpoint. We
bishop, writes us : "I trust that estant college down in Maine is
believe in God and a Church; the
every one of The Review's sub- receiving appropriations from
the
Register thinks that it believes in
scribers will renew. For my part, if State legislature. Why, this is
God, too, but in reality it rejects the
I were to stop taking it, I should feel
flat bigamy." Does the sun still
supernatural, and can hardly admit
that I was losing a valued friend."
stand in the heavens? Does the
the idea, even for purposes of arguworld revolve and business go on as
ment.
We consider the Independent about usual? Yes, apparently; but how
Mr. John Fiske, in his tribute to the best informed on Catholic affairs can they, when the dreaded union of
the historian Parkman in Cambridge of all the Protestant religious weekly Church and State has actually been
"
last week, marred what would have papers, except those of the Ritualists. accomplished and is at work "in our
'
been otherwise an exceptionally inter- But that is not saying very much. midst?"
esting lecture by a fling at the super- It thinks, for example, that Jesuit
natural. Barely to acknowledge this provincials are removed as punishHave our uUra-patriotic contemelement seemed to him fatal to a ment; not knowing that they are poraries of the daily and weekly
historian. Such an admission might appointed for three years, and con- press actually overlooked the declarasuit the ancient or the mediaeval tinued for a longer term only for tion of Rev. Mr. Geer, at the Episcomind, but did not suit the modern special and exceptional reasons. palian Church congress in New York,
mind, which had already taken a few And it seems also, to intimate that that the country would be infindraughts of science, and was destined Archbishop Ireland is to lecture at itely safer if we sacrificed Americanto drink more deeply and fully, and a Jesuit college in order to punish izing children
to Christianizing
the Jesuits for something. To listen them?" We call their
thus to learn to know truth !
attention to
Ireland is hardly to be these audacious words, and look for
But all parts of truth are mutually to
Holy Sacrifice, of the Mass is offered every
week in St. John's Seminary, Brighton, for the spiritual and
temporal welfare of our subscribers.

EditoralNotes.

"

"

?

?

?

"

"

"

?

"

"

"

"

The power of a phrase is often
very great. The words " State aid,"
for example, have an unpleasant
sound to many ears, and have done
much to prejudice the public in the
discussion of the school question.
The notion of " State aid " is one

thing; a pro rata division of the
taxes paid by all citizens for the purpose of securing general education
is very different. There is nothing
" un-American,"nothing"insidious,"
nothing alarming " or aggressive,''
"
"
about this. It is simply plain common sense and business; fair, just
and right.
The Catholic Times was about to

put a typesetting machine into its
office, to save expense, but gave up

the plan because it would throw some
of its men out of work. A big
daily paper of Boston which has been
urging upon its readers the duty of
keeping their workmen and employees
of all kinds, even if there should be
little or no work for them at present,
has just discharged twenty-six of its
men (and more are to follow) because
it has made an arrangement for a
sort of "trust" in reporting. Probably their business managers do not
read their own paper.
The Christian Advocate, a Methodist paper, reproaches the Church
for not expelling at once all liquor
dealers from her fold. In the Methodist Church, it says, there is not one
saloon keeper, and if there were one
he would be soon thrown out. We
do not know what the Methodist
Church is for, but we do know
that the Catholic Church was not
founded for the purpose of excluding
men of any sort, however deeply
she may disapprove their peculiar
line of business.
Either the
Christian Advocate fails properly to
represent Methodism, or that Church
should not pretend to teach the
religion of the Saviour who loved
sinners and yearned over them, and
who died to save them. It is an
odd conception of a Christian Church
which would exclude from it those
sinners whose failings happen to be
specially disagreeable to some of the
saints, say for example, to the editors
of the church papers,
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Weak and Poor

long enough to get sufficient money
Inflesh, had a cough all the time, and sometimes to go on a spree, and then he will go
I could not lie down for I was so di.ireaaed, home drunk to his family, raise a
?h.rl of brraih. Iv v.
row and break and smash things
consulted seven physl- <'"SjjflSßSjt
/"
clans, and the conclusion
1/ generally, not omitting the bodies of
was that I certainly had I /^^^SBjSMsJl his wife and children. Then come
Consumption
/
the police and send him to his comand my case was hope- / /_,
&*Q&
\ fortable quarters for another term of
less. One physician ad-1 .Af*
) months.
We have heard that this
vised me to go either ?>j*.
WJ&Q
BoutU or to Colorado, as
man was rather a favorite at the
I could not liva in the {fo®!?|C!Sf!|jJP"«i
Island and consequently enjoys
north. My husbandwas
c""*\u25a0

\

In the drug business and "

sold out to go away, but a friend advised
me to take Hood's Sarsapariila. I did so and

Hood's^Cures

rapidly in health ever
have Improved
since I began with It, and am now able to

do my own work. I feel like a new person."
QhK
Mbb. F. O. Stove,
Hood's Pills cure constipation. 25c

WHAT SHALL BE DONE.
We were pleased to notice in a
recent number of the Boston Herald,
an editorial on the treatment of those
unfortunate creatures who are sent to
the Island," for the crime of drunkenness. The point which the writer
seemed more particularly to make was
the suffering' and injustice endured
by the families of these slaves of
appetite while they themselves are
comfortably provided for.
The writer gives a striking instance
in point in that of a man, wife and
four children. The man was sent
down to the Island for the first offence
and let out on probation at the
expiration of half his term, but finding his family in a wretched condition owing to his absence, and not
readily finding employment he became
discouraged, violated his parole and
was of course sent down for a longer
term, and his family, meantime, was
left to suffer again, and to depend
upon the charity of the societies and
individuals whose office it is to keep
the poor from starving. "And the
man;" says our contemporary, "how
did he fare ? Not so ill, we know, as
his family. He had regular employment, regular food, regular sleep,
clean rooms, beds and good air,"
which certainly furnish a striking
contrast to the condition of his
family. The writer goes on to discribe at length the struggles of the
poor wife and mother, her unwillingness to part with her children notwithstanding the impossibility of
keeping them in a comfortable state.
We have long been aware of the
sad condition here so graphically described by this object lesson. We know
of more than one family that have
been compelled to suffer for years all
the horrors of the most abject poverty
while the wretched husbands and
fathers were living most of the time
in comfort down at the Island. Some
of them were skilled mechanics,
and generally they were men who
were capable of making a comfortable living.
We have in mind one case in particular where a man with a wife and
five children has been sentenced to the
island or to the institution in Charles
street, which he rather prefers as a
winter residence because he does not
have to work there. They put him
up for five or six months at a time.
When he comes home he will work

"

exceptional privileges.
It would really seem that if the
city authorities had undertaken to

invent a system which should operate
to the advantage of the criminal at
the expense of his family they could
not have succeeded in producing anything better for the purpose than
the system now in operation.
But is there no remedy? We
notice with surprise that the Herald
writer does not entertain that question although it was so pertinent and
so naturally suggested as a conclusion to his article.
We are aware of the difficulties
that surround the subject. Reformation, of course, under the circumstances, is out of the question. We
have been told that they are herded
together, old criminals and young
people guilty of a first offence and
who might be reformed if placed in
favorable circumstances. Instead of
that, it seems to be a kind of school
of vice where they corrupt one another
and come back worse than when they
went down. But is there no remedy
for these glaring evils?
In the first place it would seem
quite obvious to suggest that our
public institutionsshould not be made
comfortable hotels for the accommodation of our criminals during their
term of so-called punishment. Let
the living in every respect be such
that it will not be an attraction. Let
them especially be compelled to labor
and it is a serious question with us
whether a portion of their earnings
should not be appropriated for the
support of their families during their
imprisonment. There may be difficulties in the way of such a scheme
that we are not aware of, but we
know that we are not alone in thinking that some such plan is very desirable, and if possible, should be
adopted and carried out. It might
easily be done without conflicting in
any way with the interests of labor.
Let the men be credited with a fair
amount to cover the actual expense
of their board and then let the balance be appropriated for the benefit
of their families, and to avoid the
danger of misuse of the funds by

$13.50,
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reformation, should be sentenced for
long periods
say not less than a
year and kept steadily at work.
In that way their families will be
exempt from the more frequent

as a landmark in history. There it
stands as a monument to the brotherhood of man that was never dreamed
of by mere human agencies. Now we
are brethren of God, and we can
visits and consequent unpleasant walk the earth and can say truly we
disturbances, which are sure to occur are the children of God.? Archwhen the unfortunate culprit comes iushop Redwood.
home, and what is of very great
importance, the children will be
SUBSCRIBERS, READ THIS.
relieved from the deleterious example
of their father, for a greaterlength of
Our subscribers are bound to give
time.
notice at the end of the time, if they
Certainly something ought to be
done and done quickly. This great do not wish to renew the subscription ;
evil is festering in our midst. Hun- otherwise we are authorized to condreds of families are suffering from tinue sending the paper, and the subyear to year and yet nothing is done scriber will be responsible until a
to relieve them. Sending the drunk- notice with payment of all that is
due,
ards down to the Island is a solemn is sent
to the publisher.
farce. It is time for the community
A money order costing only 5 cents
to wake up to the crying necessity of
reform. Let the press continue to may be obtained at any post-office,
expose the evil and cry out for and money thus sent is always safe.
reform. It is a shame and disgrace We acknowledge the receipt of
to the great city of Boston which is
for renewals by changing the
supposed to take the lead in all money
works of benevolence and moral im- date on the address of your paper.
provement to lag behindandbe indiffer- This is the only receipt that need be
ent to an evil of such magnitude and given, unless in special cases. Watch
so manifestly and imperatively appeal- the date on your label, and if it is
not
ing to the benevolence and charity of changed at
the end of a week or
a Christian people.
two after you pay, write us, saying
As one of the Holy Fathers has just how and when you sent the
said, the beginning of all things is a money, and we will at once investiholy Catholic church. There it stands gate.
?

?

the families let the money be deposited in the hands of the Overseers of
the Poor to be disbursed according
to the necessities of each family.
The City is bound to take care of the
poor anyhow. By this arrangement
they lose nothing in boarding and
taking care of the men at the Island,
at the same time the men will be
compelled to contribute to the support of their families,
Confirmed drunkards who have
proved by long experience their
incapacity to resist temptation and
the consequent hopelessness of their

?
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SENSIBLE XMAS PRESENTS.
Quadruple Silver Plated Butter Dishes, $1.00 to $5.00.
Pickle Dishes, 98c upwards. Cake Baskets, Berry Dishes,
Tea Sets, Tea, Dessert and Table Spoons and Forks.
New Stock arriving dai'y.
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks and Jewelry.

Popular Prices.

ERWIN R. CRAVES,
The South Side Jeweler,

183 MOODY STREET. WALTHAM.
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GWDUeTEB BY AUNT BBIDE.

FRIEND of Aunt Bride's
wrote her a letter about the
candy habit the other day.
The oandy habit is Something she
hadn't thought much about, but this
letter rather startled her and she's
been studying the subject with alarming results since. But here is the
note that raised the commotion in
Aunt Bride's mind.
Boston, Nov. I, 1893.

JT

M

STREET,

-

-

BOSTON,

respondent," she said.
" I don't little schoolgirl, or boy either, for
think anything under the sun can that matter, can tell you that candy,
come up to the drink habit in evil or rather sugar, is necessary to the
of the body. They are apt,
results. There is really nothing else health
I've noticed, to learn that very early
that has such far-reaching power for indeed and to use the argument on
evil as alcohol. The candy habit is mother when she hesitates about
bad enough, goodness knows, but do supplying pennies to be spent at the
you know, Aunt Bride, I wish women candy shop that is always close by
the school. A safe rule for a wist
would stick to it. My experience mother to follow is to supply a
has convinced me that the drisk limited quantity of good candy or
habit is gainingvictims amongwomen. loaf sugar or raisins and not to allow
This, you mast remember, is the the children to spend their pennies
result of observation in a large city. for candies of their own choosing.
I don't think it applies in the smaller A reasonable quantity of good candy
towns. Public opinion is stronger will not hurt any one. The greatest
and has more influence with the indi- harm usually lies in the fact that
vidual, I think, in a small place, than adulteration in candy is carried on
it has in a larger ene, and public to an alarming extent. Plaster of
opinion is never on the side of the Paris, chalk and certain kinds of
drunkard, and I think, too, that earth, all of them indigestible subreligious influences are more potent stances, are often found in the
in the small place. Just why this is cheaper grades of candy. Colored
so I don't quite see. The churches candies ought to be avoided on
in the larger places are apt to be general principles though of course
better eqnipped. I suppose it is they may be colored with dyes which
because though we live closer are perfectly harmless. Frequently

Dtetf Mtmt griei* :
A friend of mine to whom I sometimes
pin my faith .aid to me the other day that
the candy habit doe. the world more harm
than the drink habit. It rain, the health of
thousand, of girl, who are to be the mother, of the next generation, and came, the
advent Into the world of thousand, of sickly
children.
I don't know how it is with busy girls
who havetheir living to earn, but I do know
that the great class of girls who live at
home with their parents and have a fair supply of pocket money at their command are together in a large city we live more however, such deadly poisons as
slaves to the candy habit. They munch isolated lives. What your
neighbor prussic acid, arsenic, sulphuric acid,
candy in season and out and are troubled
Anywith nerves, indigeslion, delicate constitu- does has far more influence in the copper and lead are used.
tion* and dear knows what other ills to hear small town than in the great city.
can see what a bad effect even
body
them tell it, though they resent the idea that
I have often wondered if intem- a small quanity of candy treated in
candy has anything to do with it.
perance
in the use of candy didn't this way will have. As for eating too
suggested
This is
as a text if you see anylead to intemperance in the use of much of it, all I've got to say is,
thing in it.
Yours truly,
alcholic drinks,though I confess I have don't try the experiment to see what
J. C. H.
not been able to establish the connec- the result will be.
?

"

as she had read that letter tion. Thedrinkhabitcertainly is gainamong two distinct classes of
over for the fourth time Aunt Bride's ing
the well-to-do woman who
women;
friend, the little woman doctor came has no serious occupation, who
in and she was hardly settled among begins on too much candy and ends
the cushions of Aunt Bride's favorite on too much brandy, and the
chair when she -was asked to read extremely poor woman with whom
is a constant struggle and
that letter. She looked very wise existence
who has never had money enough or
and a little bit amused when she finto

Just

With children, as a rule, the chief
harm is to their teeth. They usually
have so much active exercise out of
doors that they are able to overcome

"

the other ill results.
" With grown eirls and young
women the effect is different. In the
first place, they usually err in not
taking sufficient exercise in the open
the inclination buy candy.
air and sunshine. They are altoished it.
that isn't quite what you gether too fond of street cars and
" Bat
quite
your
say is it ? Of course any other conveyances, They would have
don't
with
cor
want
me
to
agree
I
"

MASS.

much better health if they would
walk more. They do not realizs how
much candy they consume. They
keep a box of candy beside the hairpins and they munch candy before
they've combed their hair in the
morning. They sit down to read or
sew and they have the candy at their
elbows. They go shopping and they
carry some in a bonbon-box or a convenient pocket They go to a matinee and the candy-box goes too and
they eat the contents steadily for two
hours. All day long the nibbling
goes on. You and I know theresult
that is to be expected. They don't
see why it is they have so little appetite. They are not a bit hungry but
they are just miserable and wretched
and by and by they come to see me.
And if they stop eating candy and
do as I tell them they will probably
recover. If they don't, well, they
either die early and people wonder
what Providence meant by taking off
a girl, with such prospscts, or they
grumble along and wonder why they
can't have as good health as some
other women, and why their children
are always such cross, delicate
yourgsters who seem never to have a
perfectly healthy day. "
Now Aunt Bide has tried to tell
you as nearly as she can remember
what the doctor said about candy.
She hopes if any of you are beginning to develop the candy mania,
you'll stop before your appetite for
roast beef and potatoes deserts you.
And if you should see it disappearing let it be a warning to you that
you're becoming a slave, one of the
worst kind of slaves, a slave to your
appetite for candy. A good appetite
for wholesomefood is worth considerable self-denial in the long run. And
you can't have a good appetite and
indulge an intemperate sweet tooth.
Aunt Bridk.
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AN INCIDENT OF THE RUSSIAN half copeck, and you shall have the
FAMINE.
bread ; otherwise you must go without it. Do you hear what I say ?
"
One day in the past winter, when
You are very hard upon a
"
the suffering of the Russian people poor man."
from the famine had reached its
or not hard, that is the
" Hard
height, a stranger of poverty-stricken price
of the bread. If it suits you,
appearance, muffled up to the ears well and good; if not, you can go
in a patched and threadbare cloak, your way."
entered a baker's shop in the streets
" For the sake of a few cents you
of Moscow. It was already daik, would let a poor family die of
and the shop was crowded with cus- hunger ?"
tomers. The stranger stood silent
" You have bothered me long
and motionless in a corner of the enough with your nonsense. Be off
shop until his turn came to be about your business 1 I have no
served: then, stepping up to the time to, waste on you. Be off, I
keeper of the shop, he asked:
say !" As he uttered these words
price of the bread, he raised his arm with a menacing
is
the
What
"
master ? '
gesture.
a half the
copecks
Three
and
The intruder did not exhibit the
"
pound," was the reply.
submission which generally characSo dear as that ? "
terizes the Russian peasant. In""That
is cheap for times like stead of withdrawing, he continued
these."
with unwonted pertinacity:
But
I
have
only
copecks
three
in
"
" Government has imported large
my pocket."
supplies of corn, but you still keep
" Go and fetch the other half up the prices or, rather you concopeck, and then you shall have tinually raise them. No one can
your loaf."
deny that you are utterly without
Where am I to get it from, if I ordinary charity or kind feeling for
"
have not so much as a single cent at the poor."
home ?"
" Take care what you say, or else
"Then you must go without the I will teach you to respect your
bread."
betters."
master, be kind ! Have pity
O
"
" I respect honest people, not
on a poor workingman, whose wife those who grind the faces of the
and children are starving Take the poor."
three copecks; after all, it is a fair
you begone ?"
" Will
price."
will not go until you have given
I
"
I have told you before and I tell me a loaf for my three copecks; that
"
you again, go and fetch the other is a reasonable price, and you bakers
?

?
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have no right to charge as much as disorderly manner, and
make disyou choose."
turbances in shops.
I advise you for your own sake
"Sir," replied the man, "I had
to be off, I cannot stand this much no intention of making a
disturbance.
longer."
I went into the shop to buy a loaf."
And I repeat to you that I do
What is this disturbance about,
not mean to go."
then ?"
You do not mean to go!"
The baker would not take three
roared the baker, in a rage.
Wait copecks for a loaf, but demanded
a bit: I will find a way of getting three and a half ?"
rid of you." So saying he took up a
"I was quite right," interrupted
stout cudgel and brandished it over the baker,
angrily.
his head, while he shouted in an
"You hold your tongue! Who
angry voice : "If you do not take gave you leave to speak ? said the
yourself off this moment I will beat inspector. Then, addressing
himself
you black and blue!
again to the prisoner, he continued :
Will you really ? Not quite so
If you thought this man charged
And, seizing the stick, the too much, why did you not
fast!
go elsestranger wrested it out of his hands. where, instead of causing
a disThe baker cried loudly for help, turbance ?"
and his man ran to his assistance;
What would be the use of going
amid a great uproar, with threats en- to other shops ? The bakers are all
forced by not a few blows, they leagued together to
put this exthrust the intruder out of the shop. orbitant price on bread."
In the street acrowd had collected,
However that may be, you have
attracted by the altercation and made a disturbance and insulted the
noise. Amongst them were two or baker. You are guilty of a
breach
three constables, who elbowed their of the peace."
way through the throng up to the
"But, sir, the disturbance was
shop door. When they saw what none of my causing, God knows.
was going, on, they arrested the The man tock a stick to
beat me; I
stranger and tock him to the police did nothing but take it from
him,
station. The bsker and some of his without so much as hurting a hair of

"
"
"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"
"

"

men followed

to

give evidence, and his head."

the usual escort of idlers and vagBut you abused him ?"
abonds was not wanting.
Ay, and sound'y too ! muttered
When the stranger was brought the baker under his breath.
before the inspector to be interI said nothing more than that
rogated, the latter asked him, with a he was hard upon a poor man,
and
supercilious air, who had taught a
low fellow like him to behave in this
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 14.]

"
"
"

"
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ABOUT THE GRIP.
The papers are beginning to predict another epidemic of the grip in
this oountry. It is said that it is
raging in England and is more contagious (or "catching") than ever
before. Thereis this peculiarity about
the grip, that the person who suffers from It is very likely to feel its
effects for a long time. Thousands
of persons in this country to-day are
in poor health, or at least have not
their customary strength and energy,
as the result of attacks of the grip
suffered last winter or even two or
three years ago. It is therefore
worth while to avoid having it if
possible, and we offer a few simple
suggestions to that end.
The best preventive of this mysterious and troublesome malady is
keeping one's self in good robust
health. It seems to attack nearly
everybody, but in fact it is usually
serious only with those who are not
in good condition. The person
whose habits are good, who eats
proper food, enough of it and not too
much; who does not smoke too
much, who drinks very little, even
of beer, or better still nothing at all
but water, milk, tea or coffee; who
takes plenty of exercise and plenty
of sleep, and is careful to have a
good supply of pure air to breathe,
both night and day, who bathes
regularly, so as to keep the skin
clear and free to perform its functions,
such a person is most likely to escape
the grip, and best prepared to throw
it off without serious consequences
if it does come.
This plan of life is better than all
the medicine in the world.

A

REMEDY

condemnation after Jesus had been

Religous Instruction.

dragged a second timebefore the san-

hedrim, and had once more affirmed
CHRIST CRUCIFIED.
that " he was the Christ, the Son of
the living God"; the interrogatory
i.
of the base Pilate the raiHery of King
The son of God and of Mary- was Herod ; the white garment of a fool,
now thirty-three and a half years of the sceptre of a reed; the silence of
age. He had taught all things, and
had prepared all things needful for
the world's salvation. He had chosen
his ambassadors and his Apostles,
the ministers of his mercy, and had
formed them himself in his own
school; at their head he had placed
Simon Peter as their leader, the vicar
of God. Nothing now remained for
him to do, in order to accomplish the
prophecies, but to suffer and die.
This infinite suffering which began at
the Last Supper, by the sacrilege
and treaspn of the Apostle Judas,
and was consummated on the cross at
Calvary and in the sepulchre, is called
the "Passion."
The passion of the Saviour embraces in a fearful and mysterious
manner every description of grief
bitterness of heart, darkness of spirit,
anguish and sadness, humiliation and
thirst, rending and infamy, and
nameless outrage, bodily sufferings
and annihilations all of which
formed, in union with death, the
just, the most justpunishment of our
sins, and, at the same time, their

dreaded diseases to which men are
subject. Of course it would be best
not to have typhus at all, and if
everybody were compelled to keep
himself and his surroundings clean,
there would be very little fear from
it. But as this seems at present to
be impossible, it is much to be hoped
that the report of the effects of this
wonderful Indian herb are true, and
that it will be introduced into general practice as soon as possible.

''

FriendlyHints.

?

?

superabundant expiation.
Each of us, even though having
little of the Christian, has often
read and often meditated on all the
details of that dolorous passion, the
three hours' agony in the Garden of
Olives, the bloody sweat, the
cowardice of the Apostles, the kiss
of the traitor Judas; the blows, the
insults, and the ignominious bonds
on the way from Gethsemane to the
palace of the high priest Annas and
Caiphas; the buffeting of the high
priest's servants, and the holy meekness of the divine Victim; the false
witnesses, the rage, the imprecations,
and the spitting; the triple denial of
the unhappy St. Peter; the three or
four hours of sacrilegious mockery,
of blows and infamy in the prison of
Caiphas' palace during the night; the

ABOUT SUNDAY-SCHOOL.

We borrow the following sensible
and useful hints to parents from the
Catholic School and Home Magazine.
Parents, are you interested in the
Sunday-school ? You will answer that
you are. Perhaps you may think it
strange to have such a question asked.

But, what do you do to show your
interest? Do you ever visit the Sunday-school ? Do you know the name
of the teacher who instructs your
child ? Do you ever inquire what the
lesson is or whether your child is
advancing or not? Do you ever have

No Christmas is quite complete without Chocolat-Menier
enters into the festivities.
Its delicious taste, well known strengthening properties, and aid to digestion make it
just the present fitting the time, alike acceptable to the young housekeeper, the dyspeptic, or the aged.
That every one may get the benefit of this
announcement, if yourgrocer basn't it to supply you, send bis name and $4.80 and we will
send a 12 pound carton (yell(no wrapper),
txpress charges prepaid.
Give address plainly and name this paper.

MENIER LONDON
86 W, Broadway, N.Y. City?s9 Wabash Ay? Chicago.
PARIS

Children's,
Boys', and Youths'
WINTER

OVERGARMENTS.
Our winter overgarments for Children, Boys, and Youths are made
from the most reliable fabrics that
can be produced from long-fibred
wool, double and twisted to ensure
tenacity and satisfactory wearing
qualities, and imbued with-permanent
dyes that have been tested to withstand the action of sun and storm.
Rough and smooth goods, Scotch

and English Cheviots, American and
Foreign Tweeds, Chinchillas, Shetlands, etc., with velvet or cloth
collars, in plain colors, checks,

the lesson recited at home? All these
plaids, and mixtures.
are marks of interest in the Sundayschool. Parents, now, are you really
$10
interested in it? What are you
$20.
expected to do? Just what you are
bound to do. What is that? To see
that your children are instructed in
their religion. You must not only
send your children to the Sundayschool but you should see that they
go prepared to do the work for which
the Sunday-school is instituted. We
may enumerate some of your duties :

$5, $6, $8,

$12, $15,

$18,

1. Send your child promptly and
regularly.
2. See that he has a Catechism,
and one in good order.

FOR TYPHUS FEVER.

It is said that a remedy has been
discovered in Mexico for the typus
fever, one of the most deadly and

Christ when interrogated for the
second time by Pilate; the bloody
scourging by the Roman soldiers;
the old scarlet mantle, and the Ecce
Homo : the crucify him " of all the
Jewish people, and the final condemnation to death ; the carrying of the
cross ; and, lastly, Calvary where the
divine Lamb, the meek and sinlesss
Saviour, was crucified between two
thieves, before his mother's eyes, and
hung suspended between heaven and
earth, until three in the afternoon,
when he cried, "It is consummated,"
and commended his spirit into the
hands of his Father.

3. Find out during the week what
the lesson is and have him recite it to
you. You are his first teacher.
4. Visit the Sunday-school frequently, ask the name of his
teacher, and make his acquaintance.
5. Request that all absences be
reported to you, and when absentee
slips are sent, sign them and return
them to the Sunday-school.
These are a few of your duties if
you desire to be considered as interested in the Sunday-school. Remember that one question a day will
teach your child his lesson for Sunday, and with a lesson learned at
home, the Sunday-school teacher can
give time to other instructions.
These are simple rules. Follow
them and our Sunday-school work

will be much more effective,

A. SHUMAN
&CO.
h f
BOSTON

A Timely Bit of Advice.
In these times of grip and pneumonia it is of great
importance
we should know where to look for a
safe and sure remedy. A slight cold may become a
serious one, the scarcely noticeable pain in the chest
is too o*ten the forerunner of pneumonia The first
cough may lead to conpumption (a cough is always
dangerous). Never neglect a cold or couch for evan
rne day, but get at once as a safe and sur rtmedy,
Kemp's Balsam, the best cough cure, which is recommended on all sides. It should be k«v t in the housa
regularly to avoid delay when needed. It it sold at
all the drug stores.

What Makes the Difference in Cost.
There's one thing that always puizles a woman;
how is it that the same fur cape costs twice as much in
one place as it does in another. That's easily explained; in one place you hive io pay several profits,
and ail large ones. In another lace you only have to
one profit, and that a *matl one. There is Mr.
irine, for butane*, at i Tremon' street. He buya
his fur capes direct of the nuker, and he only trits io
make a small profit himself; so a lady can get there
the same cape for about hali the money it will cost
ia some other places,
. « ?.

gay

A Curious Revelation.
These are days of strange discoveries. Here is the
house of Paine's Furniture Co. selling' French
Colo ial Desks, of a pattern never founH under $35,

are taking orders through the holidays at
#13.50. It would certunly be worth $ 13 50 to many
persons to know how such a price could pay for the
labor alone.
yet they

The Sacred Heart Review.
Food raised with Cleveland's
baking powder has no bitter
taste, but is sweet and keeps
sweet

and fresh.

Cleveland*
A pure cream of tartar

Baking

powder.

mmt

Pow««-

Pure and sure."

-"

A rounded teaspoomul of
Cleveland's baking powder
does more work and finer
work than a heaping one of
any other.

TheHousewife.
Our lady readers are requested to send to this
department recipes which they know to be good.

ONE BENEFIT OF THE FAIR.
Perhaps the most important of the
benefits derived by the Western
people from the Chicago Fair is that
one of them about which an observant woman has written. She believes
that it has been a means of propagating in our western regions the knowledge of good bread, French or
Vienna bread, and the liking for it.
If this be true, it was worth
while to hold the Columbian Fair
and to give it to Chicago. In the
whole States out West it has been
almost impossible to get good wheaten
bread, and the settlers there, who do
not happen to like corn dodgers all
the time, have had to put up with
sour and soggy loaves though these
were made of the flour of wheat. In
Kansas and Nebraska, for example,

and in Missouri outside of St. Louis,
such bread as the French and Vienna
bakers introduced here long years ago
has been unknown. In view of the
suffering brought upon the body and
the mind by poor bread, we are free
to say that the replacing of such
bread in the West by a good article
is worth all the cost of the Chicago
Fair, all the millions expended upon
it. We must hope that the lady who
exults over the western bread reform
is justified in her exultation. Let the
settlers of the West, however, be
careful about their reform bread, and
be >ure that it is the kind that would
pass inspection in New York, or in
Paris or Vienna.
The extension of the good-bread
movement in Europe during the present generation has been cheering to
the lover of his kind. Persons yet
living here, who traveled through
European countries forty or fifty
years ago, say that light and wholesome wheaten bread could then be
obtained in but few places, though it
can now be found in almost every
place, thanks to Vienna and French

bakers.
SOME USES OF APPLES.
For baked apple dumplings use
tart apples. If free from blemishes,
use whole; if not, they may be sliced.
Make a paste, using one quart of

flour, into which two heaping tea- bnt not one of them is ordinarily
spoonfuls of Cleveland's baking acceptable why it h possible now.
A man deserves, I repeat, one compowder have been sifted, one-quarter
of a pound of butter or lard (or one- fortable corner. He has earned the
eighth of a pound each), adding right to smoke in it and put up his
tome salt to the latter. Rub well feet and wear slippers and bury himtogether the flour and shortening, wet self in his paper. This may not be
quickly with water enough to make a particularly jolly for the lady who
stiff paste. Roll out into sheets less sits, with her sewing, on the oppothan half an inch thick, and cut into site side of the table. She may re?

squares large enough to cover the
apple. Put with it before covering,
a heaping teaspoonful each of butter
and sugar, adding, also, three cloves
to each apple. Bring the corners of
the squares together, pinching them
slightly. Arrange the dumplings in
a baking pan, half filled with water,
into which melt one-third of a teacup
of butter and one of sugar, seasoned
with cinnamon. Do not allow the
dumplings to touch in the pan, as they
need room to swell. Baste frequently
with the water from the pan.

tort to me that he would not have
acted thus in his wooing days. Oh,
but let her be patient when she
remembers that this is all the part
that he can claim in all the comforts
"
of home."
Another thing: perhaps the same
good lady on the other side of the
table is busy with her crocheting,
where one has to count and is likely
to lose the thread of the conversation,
or she may feel so overweighted with
her domestic cares, poor soul, that
she doesn't find time to keep up with
the news of the day. I haven't much
Boiled Apple Dumpling.? Pre- patience with that, but I don't wonpare your paste. Cut into squares, der under such
circumstances if the
and fill as for baked dumplings, chop- good man is
uncommunicative. Ido
ping finely the apples that they may not speak at random
in asserting that
cook more readily. Put each dumpthe busiest person rarely fails to
ling into a bag or cloth and tic, leav"make time" for what he ardently
ing room for it to swell. Drop the desires.
bags into boiling water and boil
Two sisters-in-law whom 1 know
steadily for an hour. Serve the lament, half laughingly, that their husdumplings hot, with sauce. A good bands go, rather than to
them, to
sauce is made by mixing together
"motherand the girls" with every item
butter, brown sugar and finely ground of
interest. There is food for reflection
cinnamon.
in the fact. Mother and the girls
Marion.
are as enthusiastic politicians, for

example, as themselves. Their wives

MEN IN THE HOUSE.
It is quite true that in all essentials
most men are really nothing more
than guests among their families.
They use the house to eat and sleep
in and to spend their evenings and
holidays in, if the place be agreeable
to them. This is no more than a sort
of visiting. They have no chance to
live in the house they are working
hard to keep up. This thought should
be a pitying one and serve with those
upon whom their entertainment rests
to make that time, short at the best,
as pleasant as for any other comer,
writes Ruth Hall.
But it never
should
as it sometimes does
cloud the fact that it is his home,
and that he has equal rights therein.
When that tired man comes home
at night, he certainly deserves to find
awaiting him at least one orderly,
quiet room, where he can read his
paper in comfort and smoke the pipe
of peace. I have seen householders
yawning wearily throughout an evening in a stiff, elegantly furnished
parlor, where they dared not smoke
on account of the curtains and where
they had not so much as an easy chair
in which to recline; or in a cluttered,
cramped " apartment," riotous with
babies and superintended by a disheveled, peevish wife. And in neither
case, with all sympathy and understanding for the latter, have I seen
any valid excuse for this. It was
because he " was good natured and
''
would stand it. The reward of virtue
was that he was obliged to stand it.
In his wooing days such a reception would have been impossible.
There axe a good many reasons
?

?

?

are not. I never saw the man yet
who wouldn't talk to a woman if she
had anything pleasant to say in return. There is also food for reflection in the query, How many women

care anything, except superficially
and ignorantly, about politics ? Yet
it is the one absorbing subject with
many men. How many understand,
or wish to, their husband's business?
Then what should they have in common? Think of these things.
WHAT VANITY DOES.
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PACKING & PROVISION CO.
Were Given the Only Awards
New England la<ktrs

DIPLOMA AND
?
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to

MEDAL
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WORLD'S FAIR, CHICAGO.
Highest Award for
HA)IS BACON,
DRY SALTED ASD PICKLED SEATS,

PURE LEAF LAI! I).

PURE LARD SADBABES.
TRY THEIR

NORTH STAR BRAND

PURE LEAF LARD, UH,
BREAKFAST UCH, STAR SACSABE.

SURE TO PLEASE YOU.

TBADK MAEK.
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?mmmmJjlßkm?mmm-

Stamped on Hams,
Bacon, Packages Sausages. Pails Pure Leaf
Lard. Take no other.

America, and the massacre has since
gone on in South America, Africa,
India, and Australia the birds
being slaughtered wholesale in the
heronries. According to Lord Lilford,
in his 'Birds of the British Islands,'the
thoughtless fashion for these feathers
has caused the almost entire extermination of more than one species.
About the cruelty of killing these
birds when they are engaged in incubation and rearing their young nothing
need be said here. Doubtless it is
very great, so that men, who live, so
to speak, in a rougher world, and are
harder than women, are sickened at
the thought of it; but it is really a
very small matter, scarcely worthy of
mention, compared with the crime
and monstrous outrage of deliberately
exterminating species such as the
snowy egrets, birds of paradise, and
numberless others, that are being
done to death. For these are not of
the commoner types, universally distributed, and mostly of modest
coloring, which would not be greatly
missed after their places, left vacant,
had been occupied by others; the
kinds now being destroyed cannot be
replaced, not in 1,000 years, nor
ever; they are Nature's most brilliant
living gems and give her greatest lustre." The only answer thus far made
to Mr. Hudson is an assertion by a
milliner that much of the plumage is
not what it pretends to be, but is
manufactured out of cocks' feathers.
She does not say whether they are
sold as cocks' feathers or not.
?

Mr. W. H. Hudson, the well
known English naturalist, publishes a
vehement protest against the barbarous fashion which encourages the
slaughter of singing and other birds
for the decoration of the feminine
head. Last autumn, he says, there
were grounds for hope that the habit
of bird-wearing would soon cease;
Give your friends some pious soubut now feathers are once more dis- venir for Christmas. You will find
played in all the milliners' windows them in all prices at Madame Marand every second woman has an lier's, 173 Tremont street.
aigrette of heron's plumes in her
bonnet. "Of these aigrettes," he
writes, formed of 'ospreys,' it may
WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION
Have mads ths
be mentioned that they cousist of the
slender decomposed dorsal feathers
(Medals and Diplomas)
of the white herons or egrets; that
to
they are the bird's nuptial ornaments,
On each of the following named articlss
consequently are only to be obtained
during the breeding season, when the
BREAKFAST COCOA,
death of the parent bird involves the
Premium 10. 1, Chocolate,
death by starvation of the young in
Vanilla Chocolate,
the nest. For the sake of the few
German Sweet
ornamental feathers yielded by each
Cocoa Butter.
bird killed, the white herons have
For "purityof material," "excellent fl»T»r'
been entirely exterminated in Florida,
and "uniform svsn composition."
their great breeding district in North WALTER BAKER4COj
OOHCHESTER,

"

THE JUDGES ft

HIGHEST AWARDS
WALTER BAKER & CO.

..... .
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OLurIish etter.
O, Freedom is a glorious thing;
Even so our glorious rulers say;
And what they say, sure I may sing,
In quite a legal proper way.
They praise it up with all their might,

And praise the men who seek it, too,
Provided all the row and fight
Are out in Poland: Thiggin thu t
And here is what my song shall be:
Success to all the bold and brave.
Who war for rightful liberty,
Who will not have the'r land a slave.
Success to all who rise to strike
town to the dust the tyrant crew,
With sword and musket, scythe and pike,
That is?in Poland: Thiggin thu t
?

The men whose spirit never yields ?
Whose faithful hearts will not resigi
Their memoried valleys, hills and fields,
Ard give the place to Russian swine:
Who, scattered over all the earth,
Hold to one purpose firm and true,
To free the land that gave them birth,
Their own dear Poland: Thiggin thu t
O, may I see from tower and town,
Before the flash of patriots' steel,
The foreign flag go tumbling down,
The foreign squadrons backward reel;

And lifted

to

High into

its rightful place,

heaven's dazzling blue,

The banner of the brave old race
But all in Poland Thiggin tA* t
?

:

And when ths bloody strife is o'er,
And rest succeeds to glorious toil,
May peace be theirs for evermore,
Who'll have and hold their native soil.
The world will bless and praise their name,
But men of Ireland, what s»y you?
Would you be proud to do the same
I mean in Poland Thiggin thu t
?

:

The effects of a policy of exclusiveness and ascendency which has lasted
in Ireland for centuries, and which
haskept the public mind in a state ot

indignant agitation and permeated it
by feelings of suspicion and distrust,
are about to pass away. Yes, strange
as it may seem, the problem of the
Irish magistracy is on the eve of
being solved in a manner quite satisfactory to the great masses of the
Irish people. For the purpose of
making clear to those of our readers
who have never sojourned in fair
Erin, we may state that the office of
an Irish magistrate and the work he
accomplishes is identical with that of
a judge of a district or police court
in Massachusetts. Years have passed
into decades, and decades fleeted by
into centuries, and yet the Catholic
gentry of Ireland, with a few
solitary exceptions, have been completely ignored, while the Protestant gentry, almost to a man, have
been given a seat on the magisterial
bench which carries with it the title
of Justice of the Peace. This has
been a huge bone of contention to
the Catholics of Ireland. Outside
the large cities, the overwhelming
majority of the population had no
person on the magisterial bench who
could be said to directly represent
them, who would be in touch with
them, who enjoyed their confidence,
who belonged to the same religion,
shared in their patriotic aspirations,
and sympathized with their feelings
From every point of view this ignoring of the Catholic gentry has been
disastrous.
The people became
possessed of a fixed distrust of the

law as administered by magistrates
whom they looked upon merely as
foreigners and intruders, and consequently became alienated from the
law in every respect. This was
indeed natural. What else could be
expected from human beings ? On
every court day the magistrates who
were dealing out justice to them,
were men who were drawn from the
class which might justlybe described
as that of the hereditary enemies of
the people, who were hostile to the
aims and feelings of those among
whom they spent their lives, and
from whom they in the majority of
cases derived their revenue, in the
shape of exorbitant rents. Hence
the current of justice was poisoned
at its source, and the law and its
administrators looked upon with
derision. The remedy for such a
sad state of things is perfectly an
The Government
obvious one.
should throw down the barriers of
exclusiveness, and appoint Catholic
magistrates. The magisterial bench
should be no longer reserved for a
favored sect who are in a hopeless
minority. Mr. Morley, we are led to
believe, is about to do this, and if he
carries out his intentions, confidence
will spring up in the public mind and
the law administered by Catholics
for Catholics will be respected. The
appointment of Catholic magistrates
throughout Ireland will remove all
sense of injustice and any vestige of
a grievance from the people's minds.
This is the task which the Chief
Secretary and the Irish Lord Chancellor have taken to heart, and we
sincerely hope they will perform it in
a thorough manner, and that thenachievement will prove entirely adequate to meet the requirements of

the situation created by a long course
of oppression and exclusion in
Ireland. If we are not greatly mistaken honest John Morley's name
will be handed down to posterity as
that of the Liberal Chief Secretary
who gave to mother Erin the longwished-for boon of a Catholic
magistracy.

________

mail brought across the
Atlantic by the ocean greyhounds
during the past few weeks has conveyed further proof that a renewed
activity is being shown by the
scourgers the Irish landlords of
the nineteenth century. Evictions
are taking place throughout the land
day after day, the crowbar brigade
and the battering ram are again on
the war path. It is on the Dc Freyne
estate one day ; it is at Kilavullen the
next; and at world famed Bodjke
the day after. The situation has
undergone a complete transformation
from that of previous years, so that
at the present time the landlords cannot take shelter under the old plausible excuse, via., that the tenants have
combined to refuse to pay the landlord his rent. This year the unfortunate tenants are being evicted, are
beirg cast ruthlessly on the roadside
in the midst of winter, through their
inability to pay what the land has
not produced. These evictions are
taking place for a few gales of rent,
Every

?

?

Review,

the landlords little caring for the bad AN
seasons and the fact that cattle were
practically unsalable. Take for instance the Bodyke estate, the property of the notorious Colonel O'Cal-

INCIDENT OF THE
FAMINE.

RUSSIAN
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laghan, who is at present engaged in had combined with others of his
clearing his estate of all vestige of trade to bring misery and starvation
humanity and converting it into a on the people. That is all."
"Now," said the inspector, addresspasture range. The agent of the
estate recently resigned his position, ing the baker," let us hear waat you
because as he told Colonel O Calla- have to say, Jacob. Is it true that
ghan, that the hard working industri- he said nothing and did nothing
ous tenants were unable to pay the more than this?"
rent and he would have no hand, act
" Sir," repUed the baker, "do you
or part in turning them out on the consider it a slight insult to accuse
roadside. All honor to Agent Willis me of bringing misery and starvation
who had the courage to tell the on my fellow-countrymen?"
The inspector stroked his long
pugnacious Colonel O Callaghan the
a grave
moustache.
truth, and to resign his position for
" Certainly it tois himself,
affront,"
said?adding
he
principle's sake, the noble action was
akin "to bearding the lion in his den, " and one which you richly deserve."
Then turning to the prisoner, he
the Norman in his hall." As we said
before a week or two ago, while the put to him the questions with which
Irish people were united the landlords he ought to have commenced his infound eviction an unprofitable game, terrogatory :
"What is your name? What is
the evicted tenant was sustained;
trade ? Do you know hew to
your
the landgrabber was unknown; the
land remained unoccupied on the write ?"
On the man replying in the affirmlandlord's hands. While the people
ative,
the inspector bade him write
are swayed by dissensions the landhis
name and his trade.' The
lords think that they will not combine down
man
took
a pen from the desk and
to resist harsh and oppressive action
on
the paper before him, in a
on their part. The landlords seem wrote
clear,
bold hand: " The Grandto believe that when they evict one
farmer they can easily get another to duke Sergius, Governor of Moscow."
take his holding, and that the old Then he handed the paper to the inland covetousness will make its ap- spector.
The consternation of the astonpearance. If the latdlords' conclusions come true, then the great land ished official may easily be coEJecstruggles of the past ten or fifteen tured. He sprang to his feet, went
years will have been in great part up to the Grandduke and looked
him full in the face. Then he kissed
fruitless.
his hands, and begged pardon for
Judging from indications of the having failed to recognize him under
evictions now taking place in various his disguise. When the baker heard
parts of Ireland we btlieve the time in whose presence he was, he fell on
has come for the Irish National his knees and humbly begged for
Federation to man the trenches and mercy.
resist the onslaughts cf landlordism.
."You did nothing more than your
Is it possible that the Irish race so- duty," the grandduke said, addressjourning here and in other foreign ing the inspector.
" But as for you,
climes who who have poured the con- Jacob," he continued, turning to the
tents of their pocketbooks into the suppliant baker, "you will pay
exchequer of the Federation, must a heavy penalty, not for the pernow be content to stand idly by and sonal offence offered to me (for you
endure the taunts that their kinsmen did not know who I was), but for
at home are being evicted with a the wrong you have done to my poor,
vengeance? We trust not. The by selling your bread at a price
National Federation has now which may almost be called prohiba work set before it, a work itive for the laboring classes."
Then he gave orders that sumBy mary
of the greatest importance.
punishment should be inflicted
vigorously throwing itself into the on the offender according to Russian
work of organization it can best law. His commands were executed
rescue our kinsfolk at home from the forthwith ; the unhappy baker had a
dangers by which they are threatened. taste of the knout, which effectually
him of any wish to grow rich
There never was a greater necessity cured expense of his
suffering fellowat the
that the Irish people should form a countrymen. It need hardly be said
solid front and be backed by a that the Grandduke Sergius is expowerful organization. The Federa- tremely popular amongst the poor of
tion must thwart the game of eviction Moscow.
at any cost. It must face the landlord combination with a united and
PAT,
vigorous front and demonstrate that
be
in
evictions will not
tolerated
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
these the closing years of the
and
enlightened nineteenth century,
that popular sentiment is again
ranged behind the men fighting for
An Extrusive Variety of
the old cause. By so doing the
Federation would make the landlords
E.e grein, Wrea hs,
think twice before they engage in an
FOR (BRloTiilS DECORITIOI..
eviction crusade, and their chief aim
that of embarrassing the Liberal
Cellar No. I,
Government will be rendered imNEW FANETJIL HALL MARKET
possible.
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HOW THE NATIONS SLEEP.

The Japanese lie upon matting,
One pound a day is the amount of with a stiff, uncomfortable, wooden
bread allowed an English soldier.
neckrest.
The ancient Greeks and Romans
Recruits for the Chinese army had their bed supported on frames,
are not accepted unless they can but not flat like ours.
jump a ditch 6 feet wide.
The Chinese use low bedsteads,
often elaborately carved, and supThe number of volleys fired over porting only mats and coverlids.
a soldier's grave depends upon the
The Egyptians had a couch of
number of companies in the regi- peculiar shape, more like an oldment, each companyfiring one volley. fashioned easy chair, with hollow
back and seat.
The canyon of' the Colorado is
In England the old four-posted
300 miles long, and the cliffs on bedstead is the pride of the nation ;
either side are from 5,000 to 6,000 but the iron or brass bedstead is
fast
feet above the water.
becoming universal. The English
beds are the largest beds in the
In Noble county, W. V., there is a
world.
fathomless sea (of small area, to be
In the tropics men sleep in hamsure) of oil and salt water, from mocks or upon mats of grass. The
which gas escapes with a tremendous Eist Indian unrolls his
light, porroar.
table charpoy, or mattress, which
Nothino is wasted in China. The in the morning is again rolled
stones of various fruits andthe shells together and carried away by him.
A peculiarity of the German bed
of nuts are cleaned, dried andcarved
into ornaments of the most graceful is its shortness; besides that it frequ&nriy consists of a sort of large
kind.
down pillow, or upper mattres*
When Bourbon county, Ky., electa which spreads over the person and
a judge, he is elected for life on good
usually answers
purpose of all

______

the
behavior. Since 1850 only four other bed clothing combined.
judges have been elected, each of
them holding office until he died.
NAMES OF PLACES.
The healthiest spot in the world
seems to be a little hamlet in France
The city of Berne was founded by
named Aumone. There are only Berth old yon Zahrin gen, early in the
forty inhabitants, twenty-three of twelfth century. It received its name
whom are 80 years of age, and one on account of a bear which was slain
is over 100.
during its erection, Berthold saying
"As the bear rules the denizens of
A moo cannot breathe with its
the forest, so shall Berne rule the
mouth open. Its breathing apparatus is so arranged that when its castles of nobles."
Rio Janeiro is Spanish for The
mouth is open its nostrils are closed.
of January." The city is" situliver
To suffocate a frog it is necessary
only to prop its jaws so that they ated on an arm of the sea of the same
name, so called because discovered
cannot shut.
on the first day of January.
The sea is salt by reason of the
Gibraltar? G'? Tarif
" The
earth washings which are poured into mountain of Tarif," was named after
it. It has different densities because the Emir Tarif Ban Zarifa, who in the
of the influence of rainfalls, evapora- eighth century landed there with a
tions, etc., and would become stag- Saracen army and built a castle on
nant but for the working of the great the rock.

:

ocean arteries

the currents.

/(S~\»/tho big blundering, old-faanionad pill, probanly. And
there's no reason why you
should. You can got better
\u25a0/I
mr I
help, and more of it, with
Mr. York? Aren't you rather W-y
things that are easier to take
auc eas er
their ways?Dr.
IM
tanned, Miss Boston ?
I UI
Pierces* Pleasant Pellets.
Miss Boston.
\
u
25a0
\\S
the
They're
I have joined
smallest in size,
' and the pleamntest
I Us
remedy,
Oy
a Browning society.
all the way through.
_V£
»
B
In
derangement of the
liver, stomaoh, or bowels, these
W X
How does a horse set an example EZZZZZjm\r
Pellets will five you more
good.
have atonic or
of philanthropy to man? He always strengthening effect enThey
the lining membranes
of the intestines. This assists and increases
stops at the sound of woe, and is the natural action of the bowels, and percures Jaundioe, Biliousness, Dii>
willing to let you take the very bit manently
dness, Sour Stomach, Indigestion, and consequent
stupor
out of his mouth.
or drowsiness.
Per breaking up attacks of Golds, Chills,
Fevers, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, and kindreel
derangements resulting from severe exposure.
Teacher.? Emma, what do you nothing
can equal them.
They're guarantied to give satisfaction, in
know ef the orchid family ?
every case, or your money la returned. You
Emma.? If you please, madam, P«y only for the goad you get. This is true
Dr. Pierces medicines.
Mammahas forbidden us to indulge onlyof
What offer could be more business-like f
?

Yes:

"

?

"

" Come
said

take a ride on my tail,"
the dog to the cat.
"How can I ride on your tail?"
asked the cat.
" Can't you see it's a waggin' ?"
said the dog, winking his left eye at
the canary.
Lord Cockburn, after a long
stroll, sat down on a hillside beside
a shepherd, and observed that the
sheep selected the coldest situation
for lying down.
" Mac," said he, " I think if I were
a sheep I should certainly have preferred the other side of that hill."
The shepherd answered, Aye, my
"
lord ; but if ye had been a sheep ye
would have had mair sense;" and
Lord Cockburn was never tired of
relating the story and turning the
laugh on himself.

" A year or so ago," said a young

man, " I spent a few weeks in New
Orleans. One day I saw a machine
which bore the inscription, ' Drop a
nickel in the slot, and learn how to
make your pants last.' I dropped a
nickel in, and a card appeared
What do you suppose it recommended as the way to make your
pants last?"
"Don't wear 'em, I suppose."
" No."
What did it say."
" Make
your coat and vest first."
"

"

"

"

of his tail.

The biggest waterfall in the world
is the Kaieteur, or Old Man's Fall,
of the River Potaro, a tributary of
the Essequibo. From a height of
741 feet a sheet of water about 300
feet wide falls perpendicularly into a
basin, and continues in a series of
rapids below.

Carlsbad, the famous German
watering place, is a combination of
Charles?German Carl and bath?
German bad. The particular Charles
whom its etymology celebrates, was
the Emperor Charles IV., who in the
middle of the fourteenth century was
the first to avail himself of the healing powers of the springs.
?

J

_

*

in any family gossip.

"
"
"

?

f
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Kali is the Hindoo goddess of love.
They had been answering conunShe had a famous castle on the GanThe oldest wooden building in the ges around which in
drums at the club. Wilkins had
time grew a large
world is a church at Borgund, in city. The palace was accordingly given them everything from When
is a door not a door ?" to Why do
Norway. It was built in the eleventh called the City of Kali? Calcutta.
No
century, and has been protected by
Quebec is said to owe its name to I call my rooster Robiason ?
frequent coverings of pitch. It is of the natural exclamation of surprise body appeared to be able to answer
fancy Romanesque design, and is
Que bee 1"
What a beak ! Wilkins' questions or to pose him
constructed throughout of pine.
with which the French discoverers with a counter-conundrum. Finally
greeted the sight of the headland on the quiet man in the cornerbroke in :
The sea-horse is built upon a which the present city
"I've got one for you, Wilkins.
stands. Same
peculiar plan. It has the head of a etymologists,
however, derive the What is the resemblance between
horse, the wing of a bird and the tail name from the Algonquin word,
lore and the Charles-street jail ?"
of a snake. In swimming it
I don't know," said Wilkins, the
assumes Quelibec, which signifies a narrowa vertical position and when wishing
reflection
of the green-eyed monster
ing, referring to the lessening of the
to rest it attaches itself to a conappearing
in his eyes.
What is it ?"
width of the St. Lawrence at this
venient stalk of seaweed by means
"There's
a big cell in both,"
point.
?

?Ii

YOU CAN'T

answered the quiet man.

And then the shadowof the greeneyed monster enveloped Wilkins

completely.

?

«.».?
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FOR THE YOUNG DOCTORS.
During my second year

at

the

Jefferson Medical College, Philadel-

would not be uncharitable to call a
dullard. One of the professors was
in the habit of taking the boys
unawares and quizzing them. He
said to this fellow one day:
?"
" How much is a dose of
giving the technical name of croton
oil.
" A teaspoonful," was the ready
reply.
The professor made no comment,
and the fellow soon realized that he
had made a mistake. After a quarter
of an hour he said:
"Professor, I want to change my
answer to that question."
It's too late, Mr.
," responded
the professor, looking at his watch.
" Your patient's been dead fourteen
minutes."
?

?

*

THE MOUSE'S PROMISE.
A mouse fell into a beer vat, poor
thing, and a cat passing by saw the
struggling little creature.
The mouse said to the cat:
Help me out of my difficulty."
""If
I do, I shall eat you," said
the cat.
"Very well," replied the mouse;
I would rather be eaten by a decent
"
cat than drowned in such a horrible
mess of stuff as this."
It was a sensible cat and said,
shall eat ycu, and you
" I certainly
must promise me on your word of
honor that I may do so."
"Very well, I will give you the
?

promise."

So the cat fished the mouse out,
and trusting to the promise she
dropped it for an instant.
The mouse darted away and crept
into a hole in the corner, where the
cat could not get him.
"But didn't you promise me I
might eat you ? " said puss.
I did," replied the mouse,
" Yes,
but
didn't
you know that when I
"
made that promise I was in liquor ?"
And how many promises made in
liquor have been broken 1

Shoes that PLEASE!
Shoes that FIT!
Shoes that WEAR!

CROWLEY'S,

phia, I had a classmate whom it 53 CAMBRIDGE STREET, BOSTON,
HAST.
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CHRISTMAS CHINA AND CLASS. TRADERS NATIONAL BANK, Ireland!
Established 1831.

Our display of China and Glass, gleaned from the'best foreign and American potteries and glass
factories, most of which was made specially for us, is now ready for inspection and comparison in the following departments

:

ART POTTERY ROOMS (Third floor).
GLASS DEPARTMENT (Second floor).
OINNER WARE (Stock Patterns, (Fourth floor).
FINE LAMPS AND SHADES (Gallery floor).
JARDINIERES AND UMBRELLA STANDS (Main floor).
VIENNA GILDED GLASSWARE (Main floor).
of, just landed by str. " Otranto," (ArtPottery Rooms).
reproductions
DELFT,
OLD BLUE
CHINA TEA CADDIES i Dresden, French, Minton, Delft, and Worcester, (Main floor).
All values, from the low cost to the most expensive brands and decorations produced.

?M
Drafts on Ireland, England, and
BOSTON, MASS.
Scotland at low rates; payable in
every
city and town, free of discount.
BANK HOURS: 9 A. M. to 3 P. M.
Up-town agency for all the SteamDRAFTS ON IRELAND.
ship Lines.
?

Cor. Congress and Water Streets,

?

OUR RECORD:

Sixty-two years of conservative and successful banking.

MARKED DOWN TABLES ON EACH FLOOR.

CATHOLIC EDUCATION.

Never before was our stock so valuable and comprehensive as now.
One price in plain figures, and we are not undersold if we know it.
Patrons wishing to avoid the rush later can have deliveries secured at dates required.

INSPECTION

INVITED.

Jones, ricDuffee & Stratton,
CHINA, GLASS, AND LAMPS,
120 Franklin Street, Boston.
(SKVKN

into the Home for Destitute Catholic

CatholicN
Nenwds otes.
It is said that Prince Otto, of
Shaumberg-Lippe, is to become a

Catholic.

?

read the " Friendly
Hints" about Sunday-school in
to-day's paper.
Parents,

?

Most Rev. John McCarthy,
Bishop of Cloyne, Ireland, died last
Saturday, Dec. 9.
?

The Church of the Rosary, at

Holyoke, Mass., was dedicated last
Sunday, by Bishop Beaven of Springfield.

Thomas Joseph Power of
\u2666

Bishop

FLOORS).

\u25a0

Children. One boy and 2 girls were
placed in families; 4 boys and 3 girls
were restored to their relatives.
Remaining in the home, Dec. 7, 191
children ?no boys and 81 girls.
The following subscriptions and
donations have been received for the
week ending Dec. 7 : Mr. T. F.
Maguire and Mrs. J. J. Grace, $25
each ; Rev. Thomas F. Cusack, $10;
Messrs. Patrick Lynch, Thomas
Feeney, W. J. Emerson, Daniel
Noonan, Francis H. Wall, J. D.
McLaughlin and Mrs. Sarah McNeil,
$5 each. Donations of money,
clothing, stores, or any articles use
ful to the children or in the home
are respectfully solicited.

St. John's, Newfoundland, died very
No place in Boston is better known
suddenly Dec. 4. He was born in
than " Shuman's Corner." Just now
Ireland in 1830.
c
the great store is crowded every day
On a recent Sunday a member of and evening by persons who are
the congregation of St. Paul's Cburch, taking advantage of the great barCincinnati, coming late to Mass, gains offered in clothing, especially
found the church full of gas, the for boys of all ages. Boys' clothes,
priest and all the congregation stu- well made, stylish, strong and lasting,
pefied, and one of the altar boys are offered at very low prices to corfainting. He at once opened the respond with the needs of the times.
doors and windows and thus saved
the lives of the people, who had not
Phenomenal Growth.
noticed the presence of the gas, which Mr. Erwin R. Graves, Waltham's popular Southside jeweler, has long been steadily winning the conevidently came very gradually.
fidence and favor of the public by selling none but

goods and making ahvays the
most reasonable prices. This is a business policy
which never fails, and the wisdom of which is justified
by experience. A thorough practical and scientific
Icnowftdge of the trade of the goldsmith and silver
smith gives Mr. Graves an enormous advanage over
o hers who are not so well equipped in the race for
popular favor. In his store, 183 Moody street
Waltham, Mass., he displays a tempting line of
jewelry pine, rings, brooches, bracelets, aad gold
and silver articles in artistic designs, as well as
handsome clocks and other articles, designed for
Christmas g'fts and wedding presents. Our readers,
cannot do better anywhere in Middlesex County.
thoroughly

\u2666

The Carmelite Sisters, of Boston,
have issued for the holiday season a
little " booklet," half-way between a
book and a Christmas and New
Year's card. Each one bears a
beautiful colored picture on the front,
(there are thirty different designs in
all) and inside is a charming little
Christmas poem, addressed to the
Christ Child in the stable at Bethlehem, translated from the French
by an accomplished Catholic lady,
Miss Emery. The whole is covered
by a handsome card and tied with a
The price is
white satin ribbon.
with
a discount to
cents,
twenty-five
and
who
religious
may wish to
priests
for
Sunday-school
quantities
purchase
gifts or prizes. Order from the
Carmelite convent, corner Cedar and
Centre streets, Roxbury.
c

the week rr children
boys
and 5 girls were received
9
During

?

?

reliable

;

....
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Boston Women All for Silver.
The women of Boston have all turned silverites.
It came about in this way; On walking past Mr.
Brine's store at 1 Tremont strest, they saw in his
window some very handsome silvercabinet photograph
frames, in a particularly delicate grapevine design,
very tasteful and very rich. When they found that
they could get these in good silver plate for twentyfive cents, they immediately became silverites of the
most violentkind. There are many other convincing
things at Brine's.

VFor

Schools and Residences

ENETIAN

MM

BLINDS

Hill's Sliding Blinds and Screens.
O'Connor & Co., 214 HSU**
tad

tor r«rtnm«

SCHOOL, CONVENT AND COLLEGE.

The new wing of the Ursuline con-

M

?

Flynn & Mahony,
18-20 Essex St., Boston.

THE NEW PRAYER BOOK.

Tlie Manual o! Prayers.

building in Columbia, S. C,
For Use of the Catholic Laity,
includes a beautiful chapel, which The only correct and complete compendium
of the Prayers and Ceremonies of
was recently dedicated by Bishop
the Church ever published.
NorthTop, with much ceremony. Authorized by the Third Plenary Council of Baltiand indorsed with the approval of His Eminence,
The chapel is said to be the finest in more
Cardinal Gibbons,and by every fi rchbishop and Bishop
of
the
American Hierarchy.
the State.
Twenty four styles of Binding.
The Sisters of Notre Dame have
Prices from $1.25 to $8.
mail solicited.
bought land in St. Louis for a Ordersforbynew
Illustrated Catalogue.
Send
mother house " for the order. The
JOHN MURPHY & CO., Publishers, Baltimore Mri.
numerous schools in St. Louis and
other parts of the State are now
under the jurisdiction of Milwaukee.
At the new house will be educated
)AHD<
the Sisters who are to teach in the
parish schools throughout the country.
The new addition to the convent
of Ste. Marie, New York City, will be
and Will Selected Stock.
of brick, five stories high, lighted
Low Prices.
with electricity and having all the
modern improvements.
In an interview with Dr. Conaty,
Booksellers, and Dealers
president of the Catholic Summer Publishers,
in Chureh Otoods.
School, and Father McMahon, of the
19, and 21 Boylston Street,
executive committee, Archbishop 17,
Bolton* Man.
Corrigan recently expressed his deep
interest in the school and his warm
wishes for its success. He looks to
DEALERS IN
see a larger attendance of those
interested in parish school work, and
thinks that many members of the
77 Leverett St., Boston.
religious orders w.ll attend next sum- \u25a0BJ Lowest prices for solid goods.
mer, as there is a convent in Plattsburgfa, where they may be accommo
A Simple Explanation
dated.
out
Women
on shopping tours often wonder why
at ore store are so much cheaper than they
Another Catholic club has been things
are at another. Here is the explanation, as given by
formed at the University of Penn- Mr. Brine, the Tremont street merchant. He gets
in his purchases; one because of the
sylvania, where there are many Cath- two reductions
large quantity he buys, and the other because he pays
olic students. This is called the cash, and does not ask for credit. His customers get
of these two reductions, and therefor*
Newman Club, after the great car- the advantage
can buy things cheaper in his store tr>an at almost any
dinal.
other place in BostoO. He has a thousand and one
particularly suited for the Christmas season
The Seminary says: " Loyalty to artic'es
all way down.
the Church does not mean shutting
our eyes to any defects, or even
deficiencies, if such exist, in our
school system; it should rather make
us alert and keen-sighted to perceive
any shortcomings, that we may
devise and apply a remedy and spur
pupils and teachers on to fresh
endeavor."
With the approval of the Holy
Father, a Theological College is to
be established in the south of England.
Of course you do and know very well that you
The famous Jesuit College, in cannot do better than Ito call at
destroyed
Mons, Belgium, has been
MARTIN J. ROCHE'S
by fire. All the s'udents escaped,
but the splendid libraries and halls Steamship Office and Catholic Book Store,
were burned.
18 BOW STBEKT,
vent
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CATHOLIC BOOKS
RELIGIOUS GOODS.

Law

THOMAS B. NOONAN & CO.,
Chas. Stratton & sod,

Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers,

?

Thiggin Thii?

At Christm?s-tide all plans are fnr either comfortor
pleasure Menier, the world-renowned eh colate
maker, through his American agencies, offers, in this
issue only, something delicious, strengthening and
gra eful for each member of the family ; and we venture to say th't no one who accepts the offer made
will have "aught to r-gret." The enormous produc
tton of this ho se, 33 million pounds annually, shows
the marvelous hold that this finest of beverages has
in the Old World, and the thousands that tasted it a
the Menier pavilion at the World's Fair at* thorough!
converts to its ON here.

A few doon from City Square.

Chariestown, Man,
For that MONEY ORDER you art to send to the
Old Country.
Drafts on Ireland, England, Scotland, and Wales
for One Pound Sterling and upwards, at the lowest
prices. Remember, my once is open all day and
evening till nine o'clock.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of Ireland
and Europe by the old reliable Cunard, White Star,
Dominion, and all the other good lines of steamships.
Orders by Mail and Express promptly attended to.
N. B. Open evening* till nine o'clock.
?

